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I.

Introduction

An NIH-sponsored Workshop on the Future of
EPR was held in Denver, Colorado, August 7, 1992,
following the 15th International EPR Symposium.
Participants in the Workshop included about 65 researchers from several countries, representatives of
six corporations, and a representative of NIH. This
review of the state of EPR and expression of concerns, hopes, and predictions for the future is based
on the contributions of the participants in the Workshop. Those who presented state-of-the-art lectures,
served as respondents, or participated in panel discussions, are identified in appropriate places in the
text. When a comment/question from another participant in the Workshop presented information that
should be identified with that person, the person is
identified in the text. Otherwise, the questions and
answers are summarized rather than quoted. The
panel members, and Colin Mailer, Keith Madden,
Carmen Arroyo, Ralph Weber, Francisco Jent, Ron
Mason, and Peter Hofer were particularly active in
the discussions.
Some references to the literature have been provided to lead the reader to more extensive discussions. In addition to the well-known review series in
magnetic resonance, five recent books provide summaries of individual topics in EPR (1-5).
A Workshop on the Future of EPR has a lot to
cover because EPR is such an extensive field. Our
focus for this Workshop is a vision of the future.
Scientists should not shy away from predicting the
future of their field. In fact, scientists have to be
better at this than the self-styled futurists. It is
their profession - scientists spend much of their time
preserving the best of the past and creating a better
future.

A.

Results of the 1987 Workshop

Five years ago researchers gathered to say what
the cutting edge results from research laboratories
implied for the future needs of EPR spectroscopy
(6,7). At the first Workshop in 1987 there was a
lot of controversy and a lot of discussion, but there
emerged from the Workshop a fairly clear statement
that the EPR field as it was then certainly needed
the very best sensitivity and signal-to-noise (S/N)
that one could get in the standard X-band region
of the spectrum. This was a very high priority.
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Also important, was to exploit the information that
could come from broadband EPR. Researchers really wanted a frequency range of 60 MHz to greater
than 250 GHz, but suggested that 1-18 GHz would
be a nice goal for the commercial instruments that
would end up in all laboratories. As a short term
matter the goal was narrowed to 3-15 GHz. In summary, the designs that emerged from the 1987 Workshop included two types of spectrometer, with the
features listed: First, a 9-9.6 GHz EPR optimized
for sensitivity and S/N. Second, a broadband EPR
spectrometer, with the features:
• 3-15 GHz (1-18 GHz preferred; ultimately, 60
MHz to >250 GHz)
• not an automatic frequency control (AFC)locked cavity system (except for in vivo studies)
• encode the data from the whole modulation
cycle
• solid state microwave source
• resonators designed specifically for applications
• open architecture
• computer control (with human interface);
• standard computer interface
• computer(s) integrated with the hardware to
run the spectrometer
• attached workstation
• two bridges: continuous wave (CW) and saturation recovery (SR) electron-spin-echo (ESE)
and Fourier transform (FT)
• 1-2 GHz and 35 GHz accessories
• electromagnet-based
There were a number of issues and concerns with
these choices:
• narrow-band components versus broadband
components
• loss of sensitivity with broadband components
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• loss of magnetic field homogeneity away from
the center field
• maybe there would need to be a g=2 spectrometer and a metals spectrometer
There was vigorous debate in 1987 about
whether the limited R&D effort available for EPR
should be applied to ultimate sensitivity X-band
CW; broadband EPR; or pulsed EPR.
In 1987 many other needs were expressed, from
need for a better high-power travelling-wave-tube
amplifier (TWT), to need for a better measure of
what the temperature really is at the sample, to
needs relating to educating the next generation of
scientists who will apply EPR to solving important
problems in materials science and biomedical problems. Some of the additional needs expressed in
1987 were discussed in the report on that Workshop
(6).
The design criteria for an instructional EPR
spectrometer synopsizing the desires expressed in
1987 would be:
• a 3 or 4-inch electromagnet, with power supply
that could be run from a standard 110 V wall
outlet;
• no cooling water required for operation for up
to 3 hours at 3400 G;
• >600 G scan range;
• 100-150 mG homogeneity over the sample;
• microwave performance of the Bruker EMS
104;
• data output in a format that students could
take home to work with on a PC or Mac.
While variable-temperature, etc., are nice, as a
practical matter one would not do much of this in
an undergraduate lab. The principles of rigid vs.
fluid solution can be demonstrated with two samples, rather than freezing one sample. Membrane
melting can even be done with two different samples
rather than one sample as a function of temperature.
With regard to proposals concerning instructional and routine spectrometers, there was controversy: some people think there should not be a large
"low tech" market for EPR (as there is in NMR) because of the relative spectral anisotropies, and the
attendant spectral interpretation difficulty.

1.

Progress Since 1987

In spite of the gap between aspirations and reality, there has been an incredible amount of progress
in the past five years (Table 1). The prototype
of the Bruker ESP380 pulsed EPR spectrometer
was on display at the Symposium the week of the
1987 Workshop. Now this has matured into an instrument that can revolutionize EPR spectroscopy
for those who rely upon commercial instruments.
Bruker also responded to the needs expressed at the
first Workshop for a low-cost instrument with the
ECS 106. Bruker has produced the EMS 104, the first
EPR designed for quantitative analysis. JEOL has
produced a pulsed EPR spectrometer also, and has
developed low-noise solid state microwave sources so
that they do not use klystrons in their spectrometers. A small EPR spectrometer developed in Russia
is being marketed by Norell in the USA. Sumitomo
Special Metals has two versions of very small EPR
spectrometers for instructional use. A small EPR
which nearly matches the specifications set forth in
1987 for an instructional EPR spectrometer was on
display by Micro-Now at the Symposium immediately preceding the Workshop. Note that these criteria were strictly for a CW spectrometer. There
is need to introduce time-domain techniques to students if EPR is to prosper. Software specifically for
EPR has been enhanced greatly by the efforts of
Bruker and of Scientific Software Services. Oxford
Instruments introduced new products for temperature control in response to needs expressed at the
first Workshop.
Progress since 1987 Workshop has been striking.
EPR spectroscopists recognized the benefits of better communication, and an enhanced community of
users, with the result that the International EPR
(ESR) Society formed. It now has ca. 1000 members in >35 countries.
B.

Research Advances

The advances in EPR during the past five years
have been phenomenal. A totally new branch of
EPR, multiquantum EPR (MQEPR), has been developed by James S. Hyde and his colleagues, so
now we should categorize EPR in three modes: CW,
pulse and multiquantum.
There has been a rebirth of spin labeling (a technique which had become thought of as "the old
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Table 1: Summary of Commercial EPR Products
Bruker
ECS-106 low-cost EPR
ESP 300E fully computer-controlled research spectrometer
ESP 380 pulsed ESE and FTEPR, first demonstrated in 1987
EMS 104 first EPR designed for quantitative analysis
Pulsed ENDOR and stochastic ENDOR
JEOL
pulsed EPR
L-band EPR
PC-based EPR data station
low-noise Gunn diode source
cavity for aqueous samples
Norell
small EPR built by St. Petersburg Instruments, Ltd.
Micro-Now
Model 8400 on display at the 1992 EPR Symposium
Sumitomo Special Metals - Spin-X and Spin-XX
Scientific Software Services
PC-based acquisition/manipulation software for Bruker, Varian, and Micro-Now spectrometers
Medical Advances - resonators, and development effort on an S-band bridge
Oxford Instruments - variable temperature accessories
ESR900 can now use nitrogen as well as helium
automatic transfer lines
CF935 dewars for wide range of S- to Q-band cavities
sensor to measure temperature at the sample position
Wilmad Glass - quartzware accessories
high precision EPR tubes
a standard sample for EPR

stuff') due to combinations of loop gap resonators
(LGRs) and site-directed mutagenesis.
Both academic and industrial laboratories have
developed lower noise oscillators.
Indeed, there have been so many major advances
in EPR since 1987 Workshop that there is room only
to list a few keywords (Table 2). The vendors of
EPR equipment and software have an almost impossible task of predicting the needs of those who
develop and those who use EPR. Part of the purpose of this Workshop was to have researchers share
their aspirations with manufacturers.

C.

Goals for the 1992 Workshop

With this background, the goals for the 1992
Workshop were:
• Participants would learn about the power of
new spectroscopic techniques that they could
apply in their research.
• Critique the predictions and desires expressed
during the first Workshop in 1987.
• Provide a new, updated, perspective on the
EPR instrumentation needs of research.
• Present a new set of predictions and criteria.
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Table 2: Listing of Recent Research Advances
multiquantum EPR
multiple resonance
(especially pulsed ENDOR and multiquantum ENDOR)
multifrequency
saturation recovery
ENDOR (especially high frequency CW ENDOR)
high-field EPR and high-frequency EPR
low frequency EPR
spin echo at frequencies other than X-band
new types of resonators
LGR and bridged LGR, dielectric resonator
multidimensional imaging
in vivo EPR
detection of radical adducts in biological fluids
rebirth of spin labeling via
site specific mutagenesis and oximetry
many new pulsed EPR techniques
FT-EPR (Bruker pulsed FTEPR)
pulsed field gradients
pulsed electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) using Davies sequence
FT-electron-electron double resonance (FT-ELDOR)
electron spin transient nutation
ESEEM sequences for improved modulation depths, etc.
ENDOR signals in small, lossy protein crystals
low phase noise oscillators
low noise microwave preamplifiers
digital oscilloscopes for signal processing
useful level of computer power at each spectrometer
much more sophisticated data acquisition and analysis software available
pseudomodulation - modeling of the transfer characteristics of an instrument
rebirth of solutions to biological problems by applying the above advances

• What are the EPR instrumental or software
limits to important experiments in science?

were too focused on what they had accomplished
with limited resources. In addition, EPR spectroscopists have become acculturated to cleverly working within boundary conditions imposed by commercial instruments and funding, and had difficulty
expressing what these limits are.

• What are the technology limits on instrumentation and software for EPR?

D.

To focus discussion, the Workshop was organized around seeking answers to two questions:

These goals were not as crisply addressed as was
hoped in advance, in part because some participants

A Perspective on EPR

As an overall perspective on EPR, consider that so
far most EPR has been CW, and most studies have
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been done in the linear response region, using homogeneous magnetic fields, using magnetic field scans,
and almost all of this has been done in TE102 cavities (Table 3). Most of what we celebrate as benchmark results are exceptions to this generalization.
EPR is becoming (as was revealed at the 15th International EPR Symposium in the days preceding
the Workshop) multi-frequency, multi-dimensional,
multi-everything; it is non-linear, time-domain;
most of the experiments now are being done with
home-built resonators designed specifically for the
purpose; often experiments are being done in gradient fields for imaging or in vivo (Table 4). These
changes are becoming necessary because of the
many applications for EPR.
E.

Current Themes in EPR

Pulsed, fourier transform, non-linear CW, imaging, and in vivo techniques are increasingly important. Resonators are being designed tofitthe needs
of the experiment, rather than fitting the experimental design to the resonator (or deciding not
to do the experiment). Very low (e.g., 250 MHz)
and very high (e.g., 250 GHz) frequency EPR have
expanded our view of spins. Multiple pulse techniques are bringing to EPR powerful insights analogous to those that are becoming commonplace in
NMR. Imaging and in vivo techniques are letting us
see EPR spectra at each location in space, permitting us to perform, for example, oximetry in living
animals. EPR without magnetic field modulation
opens new vistas, in saturation recovery EPR, fastresponse EPR, and multiple-quantum EPR. These,
and other current themes in EPR are listed in Table
5.
F.

Software

In modern EPR, software is so important that it
deserves special emphasis in this report. One must
pay as much attention to the quality of the software as to the hardware. Increasingly scientists see
that software is a central and crucial part of EPR
spectroscopy. Color graphics displays can help visualization of the information content of the EPR
data, but can also deflect attention from the computational artifacts. Thefieldneeds a series of wellposed problems against which new software can be
tested. For example, in the field of image analy-
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sis there are standard problems such as the SheppLogan head phantom, against which each new algorithm is tested.
The crucial issues with regard to quality of EPR
software are highlighted in Table 6.
G.

Applications of EPR

There are many fascinating aspects of spin physics
to be explored, and impressive new tools with which
to explore them. However, the funding needed for
these exploratory voyages will come largely because
the insights to be gained have such important applications.
To emphasize the immediate relevance of EPR to
biomedical research, some of the applications in Table 7 are categorized by NIH Institute. Far beyond
the simple characterization of organic free radicals
and transition metal complexes, there are applications in dental research, research on aging, research
on the eye, etc. The list is of things that people have
already done. This Workshop was more concerned
to look toward the future - applications that are not
well-known yet.
Consider for a moment the EPR spectrum in Figure 1. The spectrum in Figure 1 has terrible S/N,
but it is an important sample - a sample of brain
tissue. The purpose in showing it is not to discuss
the questions of artifacts, etc., but to point out that
the interpretation would be enormously improved if
one could achieve at least an order of magnitude improvement in S/N. Then, consider how much more
meaningful it would be if it were in vivo instead
of dissected tissue. Then consider potential applications to heart, lung, etc. As we look toward the
future, we should envision making this measurement
of the EPR spectrum of brain tissue not on excised
tissue but in vivo, localized, with at least an order of
magnitude improvement in S/N, using the panoply
of EPR spectroscopy techniques that have been reported at the EPR Symposium.
H.

The Literature of Magnetic Resonance

According to information provided by Chemical
Abstracts, about 4 times as many NMR as EPR
papers were cited in CA in 1991. In 1986 the ratio
was 3.2. It is possible that the leveling off in recent
years reflects a maturing of CW EPR techniques to
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Table 3
EPR has been
CW
LINEAR RESPONSE REGION
MAGNETIC FIELD SCAN
HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD
TE102 CAVITY

Table 4
EPR is becoming
MULTI-FREQUENCY
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
NON-LINEAR
TIME DOMAIN
PURPOSE-BUILT RESONATORS
HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLES
GRADIENT FIELDS

3225.0

3235.0

3245.0

3255.0

3265.0

3275.0

3285.0

3295.0

3305.0

3315.0

3325.0

Figure 1: X-band EPR spectrum of a piece of excised brain tissue, frozen and kept at ca. -70°C until the
EPR spectrum was recorded at — 160°C.
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Table 5: Current Themes in EPR
Multifrequency and multi-dimensional EPR.
Very low frequency EPR.
Low-frequency in vivo spectroscopy.
Very high frequency EPR.
High-magnetic-field EPR.
Non-linear CW EPR.
EPR imaging.
Oximetry combined with imaging.
EPR without magnetic field modulation.
Multiple-quantum EPR.
Saturation recovery EPR.
Fast-response EPR.
Emphasis on the time domain as well as on the frequency domain.
Pulsed EPR.
Multiple pulse techniques.
Fourier transform EPR.
New EPR pulse sequences.
Magnetic field dependence in ESEEM studies.
Multiple frequency electron spin echo.
Applications of ESEEM to metalloenzymes.
Practical aspects of spectrometer construction.
Resonators designed to fit the needs of the experiment.
Slow-wave and non-resonant microwave structures.
Design and construction of loop-gap resonators.
In vivo EPR.
Spin-trapping studies in vivo.
ENDOR of metal ions.
Software standards and portability in the EPR community.
Calculational and experimental aspects of molecular motion.
Mathematical methods for the interpretation of time-domain EPR.
Interpreting electron spin echo data.
EPR simulation problems.

the point that EPR does not get mentioned in the
title or abstract, even though it was central to the
paper.
There is a troubling concern among EPR spectroscopists about financial support. Many people
feel that the applications of EPR are more important than has become common knowledge. One perspective uses number of published papers as a measure of the overall importance to science. Table 8
compares numbers of papers published in that part
of science that explores electron spins and that part

of science that uses other analytical methodologies.
These numbers are just for the topics covered in
Chemical Abstracts, which covers only about 12,000
journals (a small subset of science). Over a fiveyear period EPR has grown but some other topics
are growing very rapidly. Vendor decisions about
their allocation of effort and resources, and funding
agencies deciding upon allocation of resources, are
responses to perceptions of whether this quantification of journal articles also reflects importance.
C. P. Poole, in Vol 4, no. 2 of the EPR Newslet-
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Table 6: Software Issuesa
Function (applicability, boundary conditions)
Performance (accuracy, speed, throughput)
Operational Characteristics (user friendly?!)
Installability
Data Security and Protection
Compatibility (and migratability)
Serviceability (updating, etc.)
Documentation
Support (especially when "locally written")
'(Some would like to add "infallibility" to this list!)

ter, (August 1992) reviewed the EPR (ESR) literature covered in Physical Abstracts, Georef, Medline, Chemical Abstracts, etc. His review reveals
that there are some 55,000 papers that have EPR
or ESR in the title or abstract. Only a hundred of
them are about ELDOR. But ELDOR is very important. One can't apply these numbers directly to
inform funding decisions. However, the numbers are
readily available, and will be used (and misused),
so people concerned about planning for the future
should be aware of them and learn to use them in
an intelligent way.

II.

State of the Art Lecture
- New EPR Methodologies:
James S. Hyde

Since the 1987 Workshop there has been a major
advance in Q-band (35 GHz) EPR technology (8,
9). In the past Hyde has focused the community on
going to lower frequency (S-band or L-band) (1014), but at this Workshop Hyde presented an emphasis on going to higher frequency. The message
is the same - there are advantages in doing EPR
away from X-band. The vendors should lead with
appropriate products for research. Multifrequency
capability should be widely available.

A.

Q-Band EPR

A recent paper in RSI (9) brought several recent
advances together to greatly improve Q-band performance. The contributing advances were each first

developed for or demonstrated at a lower EPR frequency, but now they jointly revolutionize Q-band
EPR. The key contributors are low-noise microwave
sources, loop-gap resonators, low-noise GaAsFET
microwave preamplifiers, and pseudomodulation for
resolution enhancement. The basic ideas were expressed at the Workshop 5 years ago. When taking advantage of modern low-noise GaAsFET microwave amplifiers, overall system improvement requires also decreasing the phase noise of the oscillator (15, 16, 17). The improved Q-band spectrometer incorporates two essential components - a
GaAsFET preamplifier and a Gunn diode source.
There is also a physically small 125 cm long reference arm electrical length equalizer that was created
in a block by making two halves with a numerically
controlled mill and screwing them together. The
following equation, from the book by Robbins (18),
summarizes the phase noise problem, as the phase
noise density to carrier ratio:
N,op

P

1 FkT /fo\2
2P4QUW

where N o p is the phase noise at frequency fm relative to a reference frequency fo; F is the noise figure
characteristic of the device, Q is the quality factor of
the tank to which the device is coupled. The power
P is on both sides of the equation. The key message
from this equation is that the phase noise increases
as the square of the microwave frequency, and decreases as the square of the Q of the cavity to which
the device is coupled.
Hyde used a high-Q T E Q H cavity with the Gunn
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Table 7: Applications of EPR
Materials Sciences
Magnetic interactions
polymer super-paramagnets
ferrimagnets
ferromagnets
anti-ferromagnets
Superconductivity
Conducting polymers
Chemistry and Physics
Determination and characterization
Spin distributions
Orbital interpretations
Kinetics
Spin trapping
Topics arranged in accordance with NIH Institutes:
General Biomedical
Study normal and abnormal physiological function and disease states
as directly, and as non-invasively as possible.
Characterize metalloproteins, motion of biomolecules, free radical production, etc.
Measurement of O2 in each organ system.
Spin labeling to study organ-specific macromolecules and reactions.
Heart, Lung, and Blood
Oxidative reactions - ischemia and reperfusion injury
Study directly the free radicals in heart tissue
Radical generation during cardiac surgery
Oxidative damage of lipoproteins
Radicals in phototherapy
Detection of NO2 exposure
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
Diabetes mellitus, Type I
Ischemia-reperfusion gastric lesions
The liver and kidney, along with the heart, contain the highest
concentrations of free radicals (other than pigmented tissue).
Halocarbon metabolism
Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases
Inflammation
Magnetic resonance imaging of extremities
Characterization of contrast agents for MRI
Spin labeling study of muscle function
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Table 7: Applications of EPR (continued)
Cancer
Free radical generation - cancer initiation and promotion
Vascularization and tumor necrosis
In vivo measurement of oxygen concentration, as a function
of growth of tumors, and in relation to therapy
Toxicity of anticancer drugs (e.g., AZQ)
Neurological Disorders and Stroke
Brain ischemia
Membrane studies
The Parkinson-like impact of MPTP has been postulated to involve free radicals.
Role of neuromelanin in Parkinson's disease
Aging
Radical reactions in the aging process
Free radical reactions implicated in Alzheimer's disease.
Dental Research
Radiation-induced defects in teeth
Free radicals in diseased teeth
Dosimetry based on radiation-induced radicals in teeth
Eye Institute
Structure and dynamics of rod outer segments, rhodopsin, etc.
Free radicals in Green's melanoma

Table 8 a
Subject
atomic spectroscopy
gas chromatography
high performance liquid chromatography
infrared spectroscopy (organic aspects)
infrared spectroscopy (physicochemical aspects)
mass spectrometry
Raman spectroscopy
ultraviolet and visible spectroscopy
X-ray analysis and spectroscopy
carbon & heteroatom NMR
proton magnetic resonance
solid state NMR
electron spin resonance (chemical aspects)
a

Number of abstracts
1986
1991
4742
4885
2762
2819
4264
3738
2271
2406
5454
6915
4746
2840
3590
2793
4326
4140
4483
4055
5615
4329
8707
6250
895
3834
3329

The data in this table were provided by Chemical Abstracts Service and are based on the number of abstracts
in their CA Selects categories.
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diode oscillator. The phase noise turned out to be
about 23 dB lower than that of the klystron used in
the Varian Q-band EPR spectrometers. To make an
oscillator a functional unit of a spectrometer one has
to have it respond to the 70 kHz AFC (automatic
frequency control) system. This was accomplished
with piezoelectric devices, since the displacements
needed at Q-band are very small.
Another aspect of phase noise is that its impact
on the overall system can be reduced by decreasing
the demodulation of phase noise by the resonator.
This can be done by using a low-Q resonator, such
as a LGR.
The LGR implementation used at Q-band is coupled to the waveguide via an iris. The microwaves
are coupled into the large hole of the LGR first, and
then into the small hole, so the coupling is effectively a 2-step transformer. The LGR holds ca. 30
nL of liquid sample. The phase noise contribution
to the noise in the detected EPR signal is 13 dB
better with the LGR than with the standard TEon
cavity at Q-band.
The Varian detection system had a higher noise
figure than had been realized, and when the lownoise preamplifier was used a factor of 10 to 20 improvement was realized over a wide range of conditions. At high power the noise is from the oscillator. At low power the signal is 25 dB higher
(due to the GaAsFET), but the noise is only 14 dB
higher. Note that with the low noise amplifier the
system becomes more sensitive to phase noise, because other noise sources are less important.
Table 9 (9) contains the main lessons from this
work: the power was adjusted to get the largest signal from the sample. The best geometry known at
X-band yielded S/N = 1815. The best geometry
known at Q-band yielded S/N = 86, about 20 times
worse. The minimum number of spins detected was
reduced by a factor of 200 from X- to Q-band. On
a molarity basis nothing beats a flat cell in a TM
cavity at X-band - it is 200 times better than the optimum at Q-band on a molarity basis. These swings
of 200 either way create opportunities to optimize
an EPR measurement for a particular problem. The
improvements in the Q-band system have made it
about 10 times better than the old system for detecting nitroxyl radicals in aqueous solution.
In a Q-band saturation transfer EPR (STEPR)
study Johnson and Hyde noted that in the disper-
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sion mode the signal intensity increased by a factor
of 10, and the noise increased by a factor of 10 (20).
The resultant S/N was about 10 times worse than
had been demonstrated at X-band. With the recent
improvements in the Q-band S/N, it can now be predicted that one should be able to achieve equivalent
S/N in STEPR experiments at X-band and Q-band.
B.

Pseudomodulation

The use of pseudomodulation (21, 22) to provide
more features in the spectrum that can be parameterized, combined with dispersion mode STEPR in
the new Q-band system, make possible major advances in the use of STEPR. Pseudomodulation is
the convolution of a sinusoidally modulated delta
function with the digitized data.

fn(x, t) = f(x) * 6(x — (ax/2)cosu;t) = Efn(x)ncosnu;xtfn(x)
These terms are derivative-like terms convoluted by
filter functions:

This filter function is rather like a Gaussian filter
- it is sharp in one domain and doesn't ring in the
other domain.

This is a formal expression of what happens when
one has field modulation in an EPR spectrometer. When one uses pseudomodulation one gets
the derivative effect of the modulation simultaneous
with filtering, with a distortion that is about the
same as would be caused by the field modulation
itself.
C.

Multiquantum EPR

Multiquantum EPR (MQEPR) (23-28) is an exciting new opportunity. It looks especially promising for Q-band because operation of Q-band EPR
systems at liquid He temperature is very difficult
with 100 KHz magnetic field modulation. Magnetic
field modulation is a severe technical problem for the
design of EPR resonators. For the future one should
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Table 9: CW EPR Sensitivity Comparisons
Q-Band
TEon cavity
LGR

X-Band
TMno cavity
LGR
with flat cell
P(mW) a
S/N
active volume
of sample (//L)
no. of spins in
the active volume
minimum detectable
concentration (M)
minimum detectable
no. of spinsb

1
186

4.1
103

0.16

1815
162

1.42

0.31

0.031

1.6xlO14

1.4xlO12

3xlO u

3xlO 10

8.8xlO~10

8.6xlO~9

1.5xlO~8

1.9xlO"8

8.8xlO10

7.5xlO9

2.9xlO9

3.5xlO8

65

86

a

Incident power yielding most intense signal
Extrapolated to S/N = 1. For a single line (note that this data is for the 15N doublet) the minimum
detectable number of spins would be 50% of the value in the table.
b

consider multiquantum EPR as a practical alternative to magnetic field modulation. One could pseudomodulate to get the normal derivative display. Indeed, multiquantum EPR (MQEPR) is proposed for
many types of experiments, such as high pressure,
low temperature, etc., where it is technically difficult to get modulation to the sample.
The bridge for MQEPR uses two sources locked
a specific frequency apart. Irradiation with two microwave frequencies is equivalent to irradiating with
a single frequency that has been sinusoidally modulated. Non-linear response of the spin system can
result in intermodulation sidebands, which can be
detected. The outputs are the multiquantum transitions, which can be combined in various ways to get
useful displays. MQEPR may be a useful methodology in the future of Q-band EPR.
Multifrequency saturation-recovery (SR) EPR
measurements of Ti of nitroxyl radicals in fluid solution have been measured from ca. 2.5 GHz to 18
GHz. Ti has been found to be linearly dependent on
microwave frequency. If the lengthening continues
to 35 GHz many EPR experiments (SR, STEPR,
MQEPR) will work better at Q-band than at lower
frequencies. Everything is handier for liquid phase
EPR if the Tis get longer. The construction of a
SR EPR spectrometer at Q-band is now practical

because pin diode switches and other components
have improved enough.
All of these advances taken together (low phase
noise sources, low-noise preamplifiers, MQEPR, and
pseudomodulation) lead to the prediction that in the
next five years Q-band EPR will increase in significance.
Hyde designed the Varian Q-band system in 1962
in the V-line series of spectrometers. In 1970 this
was converted to the E-line series of spectrometers.
About 10 of these were sold each year, making a
commercial success within the small EPR market.
The new Q-band design produced in Hyde's lab is
close to a commercial design. Drawings have been
distributed to labs that have requested them. This
has been produced with federal grant funding associated with the mission of the National Biomedical
ESR Center.
D.

Respondent - Melvin P. Klein

In photosynthesis research EPR signals extend
over thousands of gauss and have to be observed
at temperatures below 10 K. G-anisotropy and exchange coupling cause signals to be spread over wide
magnetic field ranges. Much of biological spectroscopy has to be done at very low temperature. With
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present Q-band systems it is difficult to get below
20 K. The variable temperature technology is an important current effort in which there is need for a lot
of development. There is a severe problem getting
magnetic field modulation to the sample - with one
dewar assembly Klein could get only a few mG of
modulation at the sample. Since the spectra extend
over a couple of kG, the very small magnetic field
modulation does not provide much S/N. The idea of
multiquantum spectroscopy to enable one to scan a
true absorption curve is very attractive for studying
these broad signals.
The critical factors in the development of the
NMR field were the use of multiple resonance (e.g.,
13
C while irradiating 1 H), then the FT techniques,
and now the various multiple pulse technologies. We
now see a parallel evolution going on in EPR - for
example, in the recent work of the Freed laboratory
and the Schweiger laboratory. An important question is the extent to which these techniques can be
combined with the MQEPR Hyde is developing to
get even better insights. Most of the work of the
Hyde laboratory has addressed CW and SR EPR.
Pulsed methods have a very important future, including at high frequency.
It is always helpful to be able to use smaller samples, so new resonators that can be more efficient
and more effective are very important.
Higher-Q resonators have been made using superconducting materials. Possibly the use of highT c materials will help stabilize solid-state sources.

E.

Discussion

For earlier types of EPR spectrometers, Harvey Buckmaster and coworkers (29, 30) analyzed
the relation between noise and balance of microwave
bridges that incorporate a magic T. They also measured the characteristics of crystal detectors and
the improvements obtainable with phase-lock microwave frequency stabilizers. The sensitivity in
1967 of a spectrometer in Buckmaster's lab at 35
GHz was the same as at 9 GHz.
Buckmaster has always used oscillator synchronizers to decrease the source phase noise. The spectral purity of the sources is better than 10 Hz at 35
GHz. In his spectrometers, the use of a circulator
in a bridge does not give enough bridge balance to
achieve the needed phase noise. To achieve the 100
dB balance needed it was necessary to use a magic
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T, adjust the impedance of the arms, and use critical coupling to the resonator. The bridge balance
depends on the Q of the resonator. Most commercial oscillator synchronizers cannot be used with 100
kHz magnetic field modulation; one has to use much
lower frequencies, of the order of 1 to 10 kHz. Proof
that this system works well is the fact that up to the
available 1 W source power the S/N is proportional
to power. The system does not have a microwave
preamplifier. Description of the 35 GHz system was
not published because it was done exactly the same
way the 9 GHz work was done, with comparable
results.
Twenty years ago Roger Isaacson had results
with oscillator synchronizers similar to those reported here by Buckmaster. Isaacson emphasized
that the key goal is to decrease klystron noise. It is
easy to stabilize klystrons with crystal-locked oscillators. Beginning many years ago they have performed EPR with 4 Hz modulation frequency of
light in photosynthesis, where long signal decay
times don't allow higher frequencies. They were able
to get the noisefigurequite low by using a crystal oscillator lock on the klystron. Jack Freed uses phase
locked oscillators to produce low noise at 250 GHz.
Hyde disagrees with the statement that a circulator cannot be used to achieve low phase noise.
Roger Isaacson also agrees that a magic T is not
needed. D. A. Knoll in Hyde's lab worked on improving isolation in circulators (38). Instinctively,
one wants to improve the isolation of the circulator
by the amount of the gain of the GaAsFET amplifier. This is not attained by most commercial
circulators. Colin Mailer reported that he recently
bought an X-band circulator with high isolation at
9.0 GHz (Pacific Microwave Technology, Camarillo,
CA XYG1044-50).

III.
A.

State of the Art Lecture - In
Vivo E P R : Harold M. Swartz
The Scope of In Vivo EPR

Exciting in vivo EPR is being done in many
laboratories around the world (4, 39-49). Some
3'ears ago it appeared that in vivo EPR imaging was
not going to be worthwhile, but it is now providing important new information. Unlike NMR imaging, where the high proton density in the body can
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be used for the image, in most cases EPR imaging requires adding spins to the biological system.
This apparent disadvantage is an advantage in some
classes of experiments, since there is no background
interfering signal. Thus, one can know what is
added, and sometimes direct it to the location in
the body where one wants it.
The scope of in vivo EPR encompasses (4):
• low frequency, low resolution, EPR imaging in
vivo
• high resolution microscopic imaging in vitro
• in vivo spectroscopy, with and without spatial
localization
Important information can be obtained from in
vivo imaging even if the resolution is low. The key is
to keep in mind the biological goals of the measurement. High resolution microscopic imaging of biological systems is difficult to do at frequencies below
9 GHz. A useful perspective on in vivo EPR is that
imaging and high resolution spectroscopy are different ends of a continuum of multidimensional spectroscopy. For a particular problem one optimizes a
tradeoff between spatial resolution and spectral resolution. This is an important problem that needs to
be addressed over the next few years.
There are a variety of detector configurations for
in vivo EPR. The best detector is the one that gives
the best result for a particular experiment. The
optimum might be a surface coil, a cavity, a LGR,
a coupled loop, an implanted loop or antenna, etc.
Increasingly, the information one can expect to
get from in vivo EPR is the full spectrum that one
can get from non-in vivo EPR of model systems. In
addition, one gets information that is pertinent to
complex tissues. This includes:
• oximetry
• distribution of MRI contrast agents
• distribution of spin-labeled drugs
• redox metabolism
• detecting reactive intermediates via spin trapping
• biophysical measurements such as fluidity

In vivo EPR can be accomplished with a straightforward L-band bridge and resonator interfaced to a
commercial spectrometer. The main technical problem is water. There is no optimum microwave frequency - high frequency is desired for S/N and low
frequency is desired for penetration of the body. A
wide range of frequencies needs to be available so
one can select for a particular application. The 250
MHz spectrometer in Halpern's laboratory is probably as low as will give useful S/N for in vivo EPR
for small animals.
Naturally occurring radicals are not at high
enough concentration to be studied with current
EPR technology. Added radicals are of two types:
(1) soluble radicals such as nitroxides, which distribute more or less uniformly, albeit with some
targeting possible though not yet well exploited;
and (2) particulate species, which are well localized.
Each has advantages and disadvantages. The optimum type of paramagnetic material will depend on
the experiment. Nitroxides continue to be important because there is a lot of flexibility in design and
a lot of information has been accumulated about nitroxides. As the focus on specific targeting of spin
labels increases, there will be increasing dependence
on organic chemists to construct the specific labels
needed.
By using nitroxide radicals and surface coils, one
can monitor accumulation in organs such as liver
and bladder, and one can monitor redox metabolism
as well. In addition to pharmacokinetics, one can
study, via the effect on the EPR signal, temperature
and oxygen concentration. The future of measurement of temperature and oxygen concentration in
vivo by EPR is bright. EPR is probably the best
technique available for oximetry in vivo. The measurement of oxygen concentration is very important
medically, and the existing methods do not give the
needed information, especially at medically significant low levels.
New particulate probes for oxygen concentration
based on lithium phthalocyanine, fusinite, or carbohydrate chars report oxygen concentrations, via
EPR line broadening, at very low oxygen levels (42,
43, 46-48). They appear to be largely inert (nontoxic) in vivo. The EPR linewidth response to oxygen of a fusinite sample has been shown to be reversible in vivo over a period of six months. Measurements of oxygen concentration in heart mus-
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cle have been performed. The potential is clearly
present for oximetry of tumors to provide clinically
relevant parameters to tailor radiation therapy and
chemotherapy.
Aspirations for the future include performing simultaneous assays of multiple sites using magnetic
field gradients. The possibility of this has been established. The use of EPR to measure oxygen concentration may be the first to reach routine clinical
application.
The main focus for in vivo EPR in the future is
likely to be in the areas listed below. These are areas
in which EPR is likely to provide useful information,
and information that is not likely to be as readily
accessible by other techniques.
• biophysical parameters, similar to those used
for in vitro systems
• pharmacokinetics, using the paramagnetic
species as the tracer
• redox metabolism, using metabolism of nitroxides as the parameter
• oximetry, emphasizing repeated non-invasive
measurements in tissues
• viability of cells
• temperature and distribution of temperature
B.
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not supporting the instrumentation needs of this
area. JEOL is working with a few labs in Japan,
but no such industrial collaborations are known in
the US.
An important problem in in vivo EPR is coupling the microwaves with the sample. It is helpful to communicate with medical personnel to use
the word "detector" to describe the EPR resonator,
since this is the nomenclature familiar from radiologyLow resolution EPR imaging is also a chemical
problem. The more specifically targeted the spin label, the higher resolution EPR imaging that is possible.
There are lots of biological problems with the
use of nitroxides, especially with regard to their
metabolism. However, the pharmacokinetics will
teach us about redox metabolism. There will be
advantages to starting with a non-radical precursor
which could be biologically reduced to a free radical.
The use of solid particle probes, such as fusinite
or lithium phthalocyanine, is limited at present because they have to be placed physically in the tissue.
However, once they are in place they can provide information without further invasive procedures. It is
attractive to contemplate the analogy with MRI of
the use of magnetite coupled to antibodies as the
future of this type of probe. Oximetry by any of
these means holds great promise - the vision for the
future is clinical application.

Respondent - Lawrence Berliner

In vivo spectroscopy involves engineers, chemists,
and medical professionals. The future depends
rather strongly on the chemists, because in solving specific biomedical problems a major difficulty
is producing a specific paramagnetic probe.
L-band is the more appropriate frequency if you
want to put a small animal into a spectrometer. In
vivo EPR is a wonderful technique for studying the
health of mice or rats, and it has the potential of
being applied to larger animals and, perhaps, patients. Ex vivo EPR, e.g., on biopsy samples, on
blood, or on fluid emissions already can yield important results for larger animals (humans). Depending upon sample size, one might use X-band, Sband, or L-band spectroscopy. Unfortunately, these
applications are limited so far to labs that have
enough engineering support to build their own resonators, since commercial instrument vendors are

C.

Discussion

One problem with in vivo spectroscopy so far is
that researchers have not been able to achieve S/N
any where near as good as one can with a flat cell
in a TM cavity. Many have tried unsuccessfully to
detect radical adducts in vivo. The Swartz lab has
detected EPR of melanin in frog skin. Because free
radical based lung damage is an important human
health problem, the use of EPR oximetry to monitor
oxygen in the lungs is a goal worth pursuing. Digestive track and fecal material should be a source
of EPR signals for the study of biological systems.
Unfortunately, these desired target tissues and other
materials do not have radicals in high enough concentration for current spectrometers.
In vivo could mean plants as well as animals.
Lawrence Berliner has published examples of EPR
imaging in plants (49). There are interesting prob-
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lems, but research in the US is driven by funding
sources, and most of the funds available are not oriented toward study of plants.
Using the organic chemistry developed by Leonid
Volodarsky, it is possible to use diamagnetic molecules which will become paramagnetic in vivo.
The reason Howard Halpern is using 250 MHz
EPR is to be able to apply it to humans. Penetration of the microwaves into the body is necessary.
Even at 250.MHz the skin depth is only 7 cm in
muscle and a bit deeper in fat. Limited penetration
depth is not a barrier to all in vivo applications of
EPR. For example, human skin is an important organ. The EPR of skin of living humans, even EPR
imaging of skin, is accessible to X-band EPR.
Because of the limitations of current spectrometers much of the discussion emphasized the great
efforts to obtain even a simple CW EPR spectrum of
these in vivo samples. Consider the insights possible if one could use, for example, FT EPR on these
samples. As noted later, there is no advantage of
FT if one is observing a single-line resonance unless
the data acquisition rate can be increased.

IV.

A.

State of the Art Lecture
- FT EPR and High-Field
E P R : Jack H. Freed
Comparison with NMR

The developments in the last 15 years in NMR
that have led to the revolutionary importance of
NMR in many branches of science include:
• NMR: high resolution via high magnetic fields
and associated frequencies - e.g. from 100
MHz up to 750 MHz; EPR has available an
even larger jump in frequency, from 9 GHz to
250 GHz.
• FT NMR and 2D FT NMR; EPR - analogous
developments have been realized.
• MRI and its applications to both materials
science and medicine; EPR imaging has not
been applied to humans yet, but already has
many applications in materials science and
biomedicine.

B.

FT EPR

Work in the Freed lab has been driven by a
need for better techniques for improved resolution
in dynamics and structure in the chemical physics
of biophysical problems. Five years ago at the Workshop some very new results in these areas were introduced. There has been a great deal of progress
since then, including 2D FT EPR (50, 51). The S/N
achievable in FT EPR is illustrated with a 0.75 mM
sample of perdeuterated tempone in 16 microliters
of a smectic liquid crystal. The effective decay rate
of the FID following a microwave pulse for this sample is 200 ns. This is T?J - it includes both homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. With pulse
widths of 5.5 ns and time resolution of 5 ns, some
40,000 FIDs can be averaged in 6 s. The FID can
be observed for more than 10 times the T£. Figure
2 shows the sensitivity possible with FT EPR.
In addition to the possibilities for enhanced S/N,
FT EPR can also be applied to the study of transient species (52, 53). One can measure radicals
with submicrosecond lifetimes, generated for example by a laser pulse, by recording the single pulse
FID and performing Fourier transforms.
The modern era in FT EPR, including initial realization of 2D FT EPR starts in about 1986 (54).
Applications of 2D FT EPR in the short interval
since then include:
• nationally narrowed - FT EPR, 2D ELDOR;
diffusion in liquid crystals and model membranes (55);
• viscous fluids and powders - experiments are
more challenging but they yield more microscopic details about motion - applicable techniques include 2D ESE, 2D FT, SECSY, 2D
ELDOR; these techniques are also useful for
structural studies via nuclear modulation.
• 2D FT EPR imaging with pulsed field gradients - spatially resolved 2D FT EPR (56, 57);
Now one can with 2D FT EPR obtain nuclear
spin flip rates, Heisenberg exchange rates, and from
them molecular rotational and translational diffusion coefficients. All of these are measured simultaneously on the same sample, so there is no problem
with comparisons due to sample preparation or sample conditions - and, they are obtained quickly.
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Figure 2: FID from 0.75 mM perdeuterated tempone in 16 piL of a smectic A phase at 35°C. The microwave
pulse width was 5.5 ns. 40,000 FIDs were averaged with 5 ns resolution in 6 seconds total experiment time.
The experimental dead-time (lack of data at the beginning of the FID) was 80 ns. T2 for this sample was
ca. 200 ns. Note that the vertical display was magnified by 10 at ca. 700 ns and again at ca. 1350 ns.
Unpublished data provided by Jack Freed.
Lipid vesicles and biological membranes are challenging because they are macroscopically disordered, and hence there is a great deal of inhomogeneous broadening. One takes advantage of the
extra resolution of the second spectral dimension.
Because the T2 is only 30 ns, one uses 1 ns time resolution in the data acquisition. For dilute samples
the cross peaks show that electron nuclear dipolar
terms dominate for short mixing times and Heisenberg exchange becomes important for long mixing
times. In spite of the short decay times it is still
possible to get detailed information on combined rotational and translational motions, as is shown in
Figure 3.
A major goal in the study of molecular dynamics is to obtain the homogeneous T2. This can be
done in a spin echo experiment in which one simultaneously irradiates all three lines in the nitroxide

EPR spectrum. The SECSY experiment shows that
the T2 changes abruptly across an inhomogeneous
line. In the slow motional regime systems with T£ as
short as 10 ns has been studied by these techniques
(58).
The slow-motional 2D ELDOR experiment is
based on spin echoes, not the FIDs. One can watch
the complete rotational dynamics - how a molecule
oriented such that it gives a certain spectral frequency moves so that it contributes to another region of the spectrum within a given mixing time.
For example, 2D ELDOR of a spin-probe in a viscous solvent reveals the residual rotational motion,
whereas for an irradiated crystal one observes slow
dynamic modes in the crystal.
The large proton hyperfine splitting pattern of
irradiated malonic acid can be excited in a single
pulse. The predicted exchange peaks in the 2D dis-
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Figure 3: 2D-FT-ESR spectra of nitroxide radicals in lipid dispersions. For this sample, Tj is ca. 20-30 ns.
Cross peaks in the upper left spectrum (for short mixing times) result from electron-nuclear dipolar interactions. At longer mixing times (lower right-hand spectrum) Heisenberg exchange dominates. Unpublished
results provided by Jack Freed.
play due to cross relaxation can be observed growing
in as a function of mixing time.
The technical challenge with performing pulsed
FT EPR imaging was creating pulsed magnetic field
gradients of 100 G/cm that persist for less than 100
ns. All of the advantages of FT NMR imaging become available to research on electron spins via this
FT EPR and pulsed field gradient technology. Spatially resolved 2D FT EPR (thus three dimensions)
has been demonstrated for samples containing 15N
and 14N nitroxides.

C.

High Frequency EPR
High frequency EPR yields:
• higher g-factor resolution - one can read the
three nitroxyl g-values directly from the spectrum at 250 GHz; even for the nearly free electrons trapped in solids the g-tensors can be
measured.
• greater sensitivity to dynamics - one can measure picosecond motions, since the sensitivity
of line widths to motion is about a thousand
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times greater at 250 GHz than at 9 GHz;
• transition metal spectra with large zero-field
splittings (ZFS) (63) - e.g., a Mn(II) complex
with a ZFS of 5800 G can be analyzed in terms
of second order perturbation theory.
• better absolute sensitivity will eventually
be realized, once spectrometer upgrades described elsewhere are made.
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the US. The highest frequency at which conventional
resistive magnets are useful is 60-70 GHz. At higher
frequencies than this there are four spectrometers in
the US, the far-infrared spectrometer at the Naval
Research Laboratory, the 95 GHz spectrometer at
Illinois, the 140 GHz spectrometer at the MIT Bitter
Magnet Laboratory and the 250 GHz spectrometer
at Cornell.
Some questions posed regarding high-frequency
EPR instrumentation:

The transition to high frequency EPR brings
a new vocabulary to EPR. The spectrometers are
built using quasioptics, and techniques are those of
far infrared not microwave technology. Both hardware and software have to be developed to perform
and interpret these experiments (64-67).
Although the above techniques are available to
others (visitors are encouraged to come to Cornell to
learn about unpublished details), they are not fully
developed, since there has been little funding for
this work. There are definite needs to improve the
technology. The most important technical problem
in FT EPR is spectrometer deadtime. With 1 KW
pulses the current deadtime is 60 ns. The ringing
time of the low-Q resonator used implies one should
be able to reach a deadtime of 25 ns. It is also important to extend these techniques to multi-frequencies,
because there are advantages and disadvantages for
various experiments at different frequencies.

D.

• why are there not more spectrometers
in the 30-70 GHz region, where nonsuperconducting magnets can be used?
• should frequencies >250 GHz be pursued vigorously?
• is it reasonable to expect that high frequency
(millimeter range) EPR spectrometers could
become viable commercial products?
• can the difficulty of sweeping the supercon
magnets be overcome?
• is there possibility of using modern FT IR instruments with magnets installed for Zeeman
splitting (66-68)?
• can the sensitivity (especially for aqueous
samples) be enhanced by new resonator designs?

Respondent - Linn Belford

These 2D FT EPR techniques are beautiful.
There are benefits to high-field high-frequency
that come principally from having the high frequency, and other benefits that come from having
the very high magnetic fields. One advantage of high
frequency is that one can cover large ZFSs. One
expects extensive applications to important problems in metalloproteins. The high sensitivity expected at high frequency holds out the possibility
of studying very small samples. The benefits from
high field EPR come from the fact that the importance of the Zeeman term relative to the ZFS terms
in the Hamiltonian increases at high field. The more
nearly first-order spectra at high field increase the
chance of interpretation of the spectra.
Very few high frequency EPR spectrometers are
available in the world. There are spectrometers in
Russia, France, Germany, Netherlands, Japan, and

E.

Discussion

Jack Freed at Cornell had access to a far infrared
laser with the same lines as are being used at Grenoble, but the work was quickly abandoned because
the lasers did not provide the degree of spectral purity and stability that EPR spectroscopy uses in the
microwave region. The instability of Bitter magnets
is also a problem. Consequently, the high frequency
spectrometer at Grenoble performs low resolution
EPR relative to what is needed for molecular dynamics studies.
In the Cornell system, a second supercon magnet
may readily be swept ±500 G about the center field.
This is adequate for studying organic species, but it
is clearly inadequate for studying inorganic species,
for which the main magnet is swept.
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V.
A.

State of the Art Lecture —
Pulsed EPR: Arthur Schweiger
Comparison with NMR

Until recently, conventional CW methods of
measurement prevailed in EPR spectroscopy. This
contrasts with the situation in NMR spectroscopy
where the CW techniques have been superseded almost entirely by an impressive variety of elegant
pulse techniques. Although pulse methods were introduced in EPR at about the same time as in NMR,
only a small number of research groups applied pulse
techniques to EPR in the first three decades (69, 70).
The slow growth of pulsed EPR is probably due to
the expensive instrumentation that was needed, and
to the lack of digital electronics sufficiently fast for
any but a restricted range of experiments. However, the situation has changed radically within the
past few years, and pulsed EPR is undergoing extraordinary rapid development. New instrumental
capabilities and new pulse techniques make it possible to reduce the measurement times, to increase
sensitivity, to improve resolution, and to simplify
complicated spectra.
Today almost all topic areas of EPR spectroscopy are, or will soon be, affected by various pulse
methods. Techniques of particular importance include time-resolved EPR spectroscopy, methods for
measuring relaxation times, techniques for studying molecular motions, methods for the indirect detection of nuclear transition frequencies, electronnuclear double resonance, and EPR imaging.
B.

N e w E P R Detection Schemes

The following topics and references will focus on
EPR of materials in the solid state. The State of the
Art Lecture by Freed provided references to ID and
2D EPR techniques applied to species in solution.
The annotated list of references provides very brief
comments on the new EPR techniques introduced
in the last couple of years.

1.

Electron Spin Echo

Following an initial emphasis on saturation recovery measurements (71), the majority of recent pulse
EPR experiments in the solid state measure the resonance phenomena via the electron spin echo (1-5,

69, 70, 72-76).
The popularity of the electron spin echo approach is due to the fact that, with a very few exceptions, the EPR lines of solids are strongly inhomogeneously broadened. As a consequence, the transverse magnetization caused by a microwave pulse,
called the free induction decay (FID), rapidly decays. The instrumental deadtime usually prevents
observation of the FID in solids, and the dephasing
of the transverse magnetization has to be refocused
by performing an electron spin echo (ESE) experiment.
2.

FID detected hole burning

In FID-detected hole-burning (77-81), a transient
spectral hole burnt into an inhomogeneously broadened EPR line by means of a selective microwave
pulse is shifted or broadened by various types of
perturbations (radio-frequency field, Bo-field jump,
electric field, sample rotation, etc.), and is subsequently recorded in a single experiment via an FID
following a nonselective microwave pulse. The FIDdetected hole-burning experiment can be applied to
any EPR spectrum with inhomogeneously broadened lines, provided the relaxation times are sufficiently long. Many of the well-known ESE pulse
sequences have an analogous FID-detected holeburning sequence that is often superior to the ESE
experiment.
3.

CW Detection

The detection schemes described above involve
monitoring the transient signals (echoes, FIDs)
emitted by the sample after pulsed excitation. An
alternative approach is to get information about the
perturbed spin system by measuring on-resonance
magnetization of the spin ensemble by using weak
CW microwave irradiation (78, 82-84).
4.

Longitudinal Detection

Longitudinal detection (85, 86) is based on the
observation of rapid changes in the z-magnetization
effected by microwave pulses. Pickup coils with
their normal oriented parallel to the static magnetic field are used to record the time-dependent
z-magnetization during the pulse sequence. Longitudinal detection is free of artifacts caused by the
instrumental dead-time.
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5.

New Methods for the Measurement of
the Nuclear Modulation Effect

The standard electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) experiments suffer from several disadvantages. A number of pulse schemes have been
developed recently to improve resolution and sensitivity, to separate overlapping ESEEM spectra, and
to overcome various types of instrumental distortions (76, 78, 87).
6.

ESEEM at Frequencies Other Than XBand

Going to lower or higher microwave frequencies
than X-band (88-94) may increase the depth of the
modulation and reduce or eliminate the dispersion
of nuclear frequencies. This ESEEM cancellation
effect has been analyzed (91-94).
7.

Phase-Shifted Excitation

The modulation depth may be increased by
eliminating the decay caused by dipolar interaction
among unpaired electrons (95).
8.

5-Pulse ESEEM

With the 5-pulse ESEEM sequence (96), the
modulation amplitude can be up to a factor of eight
larger than in the corresponding 3-pulse experiment.
The echo signal contains no unmodulated part.
9.

Extended Time Excitation

The entire two-pulse echo modulation can be
obtained by a single experiment using a coherent, a
stochastic, or a pulse-burst stimulation followed by
a strong refocusing pulse (97,98).
10.

Coherent Raman Beats

This experiment allows one to record the entire three-pulse modulation in a single experiment
by detecting nuclear coherences with a weak probe
pulse (84).
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microwave frequencies one does not have to excite
allowed and forbidden transitions simultaneously to
get echo modulation. "Soft" ESEEM (99, 100) does
not suffer from blind spot artifacts and the modulation frequency is not limited by the pulse bandwidth.
12.

In this pulse scheme transverse magnetization
representing the echo is converted into longitudinal
magnetization (101). A two-pulse echo sequence is
then used to read this magnetization. The procedure is insensitive to the deadtime of the spectrometer.
13.

Soft ESEEM

By using two microwave frequencies, ESEEM can
be accomplished with low microwave power (milliwatts instead of watts). Because of the use of two

Echo Modulation Echoes

With this special three-pulse sequence the shape
of broad hyperfine lines can be restored (102).
14.

4-Pulse ESEEM

The ESEEM peaks that correspond to sums
of frequencies contain important information about
the magnetic parameters of the nuclei. The 4-pulse
ESEEM approach allows one to measure highly resolved sum peak spectra of disordered systems (76,
98, 103).
15.

HYSCORE
DOR

Hyperflne Selected EN-

HYSCORE (hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy) is a very powerful technique to study weak
hyperfine interactions, in particular in disordered
systems (94, 104-107). The technique is distinguished by a high spectral resolution in both dimensions and allows one to disentangle the correlation
features over two quadrants of the 2D frequency domain.
16.

11.

Remote Echo Detection

2D FT-EPR in Solids

For EPR spectra covering a small field range, as is
often the case for radicals, 2D FT-EPR techniques
have been applied successfully for the measurement
of the nuclear modulation effect (60, 108).
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17.

Fourier Transform EPR-Detected NMR

FT-EPR detected NMR is based on the burning of transient holes into the EPR line by exciting
forbidden EPR transitions and detecting the entire
hole pattern via an FID (81). The procedure allows
the observation of all nuclear transition frequencies
in a single experiment. The sensitivity may exceed
that of an ESEEM experiment by up to an order of
magnitude.
18.

Phase Cycling

Phase cycling is of great importance in pulsed
EPR to record undistorted echo or FID signals (105,
109).
19.

Double Resonance Experiments

Along with the rapid developments in pulsed EPR
spectroscopy, there has also been a fast-growing interest in pulsed ENDOR and related double resonance techniques (87, 110-115). There have been
several recent reviews of the field.
20.

Optimized ENDOR

By using a new mixing scheme the polarization transfer between nuclear and electron spins is
improved, and an optimum ENDOR efficiency is
achieved (116).
21.

EPR-Detected Nuclear Transient Nutations and Multiple Quantum ENDOR

EPR-detected nuclear transient nutations and
multiple quantum ENDOR are closely related techniques (82, 113, 120). They can be applied to determine the multiplicity in ENDOR spectra as well as
the hyperfine spectral density in different sections
of an ENDOR spectrum.
25.

Time-Domain ENDOR

Strong rf pulses used in the technique of timedomain ENDOR excite a spectral width of about 1
MHz (121, 122). The FID of the nuclear spins is
recorded via an electron spin echo. The sensitivity and resolution achieved with this pulse sequence
may exceed that obtained with standard pulse techniques.
26.

Coherence Transfer ENDOR

Coherence transfer ENDOR is an interesting
experiment from the point of view of spin dynamics (123, 124). However, the technique suffers from
poor spectral resolution and is therefore not of very
general practical use.
27.

SEDOR-ENDOR Spectroscopy

SEDOR-ENDOR is basically a SEDOR experiment for the nuclear spins (125). The electron spins
are used only for the polarization of the nuclei and
for detection. The technique allows the measurement of nuclear-nuclear dipole couplings.

Hyperfine-Selective ENDOR

The procedure allows the measurement of ENDOR subspectra originating exclusively from nuclei
with a predetermined hyperfine coupling constant
(117, 118).
23.

24.

Triple Resonance

In a triple resonance experiment, nuclear transitions are excited with two rf pulses of different frequencies (110). The technique is used to determine
relative signs of hyperfine coupling constants and to
separate overlapping ENDOR spectra.
22.

terns that do not contain nonsecular hyperfine interactions (e.g., liquid solutions) (119).

Radio-Frequency Driven ESEEM

The radio-frequency driven ESEEM pulse scheme
can create echo modulations in paramagnetic sys-

28.

Fourier-Transform Hyperfine Spectroscopy

Fourier-transform hyperfine spectroscopy is based
on the FID-detected hole-burning approach (80). In
the spectrum obtained each group of equivalent nuclei is represented by one peak at the hyperfine frequency, independent of the nuclear spin quantum
number.
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ENDOR-Edited-ESEEM Spectroscopy

A combined ENDOR-ESEEM experiment allows
the correlation of different nuclei (126).
30.

ID and 2D Pulsed ELDOR

Pulsed ELDOR uses either two microwave frequencies, or a jump in the magnetic field strength,
for the measurement of relaxation times, spatial distributions of paramagnetic centers, and magnetization transfer (131-137).
32.

EPR Imaging

Although early EPR imaging experiments were
performed with CW techniques, pulsed EPR techniques recently have become important in EPR
imaging (56, 57, 138-142).
33.

Resolution Enhancement
Swept EPR

of

Field-

A number of methods are under development
to disentangle field swept EPR spectra using pulsed
EPR techniques (143).
34.

Electron-Zeeman-Resolved EPR

An EPR spectrum can be resolved in a second
dimension based on differences in the electron Zeeman interaction of different paramagnetic centers or
different orientations in a disordered system (79).
35.

Electron Spin Transient Nutations

Transient nutation techniques are applied to separate overlapped EPR spectra, to determine spin

Recent Instrumental Innovations in
Pulsed EPR

Over the past few years instrumentation in pulsed
EPR has made enormous progress. The following discussion is restricted to resonator design and
to spectrometers working at microwave frequencies
other than X-band.
1.

Resonator Design

The most significant innovation in resonator design (124, 149-154) in recent years is the introduction of the EPR loop-gap resonator (LGR) by Hyde
and coworkers (149, 150), and the development of
related structures for different types of pulsed EPR
experiments, including pulsed ENDOR, and magnetic field jumps (144). In addition to lumpedcircuit resonators of the LGR type, increasingly dielectric resonators are finding application in EPR
(155-157).
2.

Spectrometer Frequency

Most pulsed EPR spectrometers operate with a
microwave frequency of ca. 9 GHz. The developments up to 1987 were reviewed in (160). Recently
several pulse EPR spectrometers operating at higher
or lower frequencies (88, 90, 158, 159) have been described, including ENDOR at 97 GHz (161-163).
Other innovations in instrumentation over the last
few years include:
• miniaturization of spectrometers, e.g., for
studying irradiated foods, dosimetry, etc.
(164, 165)
• Fabry-Perot resonator design (64)

Anisotropy-Resolved EPR

Methods have been developed to make use of
the anisotropy of the magnetic parameters to disentangle powder EPR spectra by rapidly changing the
orientation between the static field and the sample
(144, 145).
36.

C.

2+1 Pulse Train ESE

The ESE pulse sequence termed "2+1" can be
used to determine electron dipole-electron dipole interactions between paramagnetic centers (127-130).
31.

quantum numbers and to study photoinduced electronic states (78, 83, 146-148).

D.

Respondent - David Singel

There have been many illustrations of the utility of multifrequency ESEEM during the Workshop
and the preceding Symposium. Ultimately, varying
the magnetic field and using some of the new pulse
techniques may accomplish much the same thing in
sorting out nuclear hyperfine and quadrupole frequencies. The balance between nuclear Zeeman and
hyperfine interactions determines the amplitude of
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the modulation effect. Some of the new pulse techniques may change this balance, but the effect depends on a resonant phenomenon, so the experimental magnetic field strength is very important. The
Hyscore and echo-modulation-echo pulse sequences
are ways to deal with broad lines. Ways to get rid
of broad lines include cancellation of hyperfine and
Zeeinan interactions and cancellation of first order
linewidths that show up in the 14N double quantum
frequencies.
Assignment of frequencies to a particular nucleus
can be made by observing the field dependence of
the frequencies. See for example the recent study of
pyruvate kinase by Peisach in which distinction between coordination by N or P was made (166). The
sum combination peak shift is inversely proportional
to frequency; this suggests important applications of
S-band ESEEM.
E.

Discussion

The 2D FT EPR spectrometer developed by
Freed and coworkers at Cornell has been described
in a review article (51). Recently developed high
power microwave switches have not been published
- the inventor at Cornell is applying for a patent,
and they lack funds and time to do some of the
characterizing experiments needed to write a paper
about the switches. Freed invites people to come to
the lab to learn about these things.
The real question about these new 2D FT experiments is whether new information can be obtained. For example, is there any evidence for angular dependences of nuclear relaxation? These are
just the type of questions to which these techniques
were applied by Freed and coworkers in 1989, where
they demonstrated anisotropy of the nuclear spin
relaxation and interpreted it in terms of molecular
dynamics. An experimental and theoretical study
of Heisenberg exchange in oriented liquid crystals
showed that there is no reason to expect much
anisotropy (55, 167). Currently, ESEEM as a function of frequency is often necessary to make the
spectral patterns comprehensible. Are there new
pulse sequences that could make the frequency dependence measurements unnecessary? The 5-pulse
experiment can be continued with more and more
pulses to increase the modulation depth. However,
with more pulses there are limits on relaxation times
that can be studied and one loses sensitivity. FID

detected hole burning also gives deeper modulation,
sometimes even in cases where one would not see
modulation in normal 2- or 3-pulse ESEEM. If the
Ti trend observed by Hyde continues and Ti is
longer at Q-band and higher frequency, then some
of the pulse sequences demonstrated at X-band are
even more useful at higher frequency. Work is in
progress in the Schweiger lab on pulsed Q-band.
Applications of high-field EPR would appear to
be extensive for species whose spectral linewidths
do not scale with field, where one is removing, for
example, second-order fine structure broadening. It
is not obvious that the spectrum of a Cu(II) complex
will be improved at high frequency.
The major application of high field EPR to
metalloproteins will likely be for those that have
large ZFS, including non-Kramers even-spin systems. Even though the lines may be broad, highfield EPR will be important if a transition is observed at all, since they cannot be seen at X-band.
To see a signal that one could not otherwise see
is an enormously good reason for doing high frequency EPR. G-strain is considerably larger at high
frequency for something like Cu(II) in frozen solution. For example, in the Cu(II) species that have
been studied at 250 GHz at Cornell, g-strain scaled
with field, so there was no improvement in resolution. Hyperfine structure resolution can even get
worse at high frequency. Despite the g-strain linebroadening with increasing frequency, there are examples (see, e.g., Nilges, et al., in previous EPR
Symposia) of considerably enhanced spectral information content for powdered Cu(II) specimens at
95 GHz. The prospects for such enhancement are
very case-dependent, in the experience of the Illinois group.
Often the incentive for going to higher field is to
get better g-tensor information. One expects sensitivity to scale roughly as frequency squared, with
maybe + or — 1/2 in the exponent. One problem is
that as the frequency increases and the spectra get
broader, the magneticfieldmodulation amplitude as
a fraction of linewidth decreases, so sensitivity does
not improve as much for the normal phase-sensitive
detected CW spectrum when the lines are broad.
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VI.

Panel Discussion - High resolution EPR

Panel Members: Jack Freed, Ronald Mason, Roger Isaacson, Lowell Kispert, Arthur Heiss
(Bruker Instruments), Clarence Arnow (MicroNow), Philip Morse (Scientific Software), Mark
Woolfrey (Oxford Instruments).
The topic "High Resolution EPR" for the purposes of this review encompasses most of the applications of "normal" CW EPR, whether to organic radicals or metals, in solid phase or in solution. Issues include: research and instructional,
portable and application-dedicated, multifrequency,
S/N, data manipulation, simulation, visualization.
The following paragraphs summarize comments
and questions from the audience and the panel.
A.

Kinetics

Real-time kinetics measurements of radicals is an
important and expanding area of EPR, and one to
which FT EPR is making important contributions.
See for example the work of van Willigen, Turro,
Dinse, etc. Microsecond kinetics can be studied,
because in this time one can obtain an FID.
Fast-response conventional (CW) EPR is also being developed. Bruker has a microwave transient
bridge which, combined with a split-ring resonator
in a matched condition (critically coupled, not overcoupled) with a low Q, results in a system with
200 MHz bandwidth for these types of experiments.
This bridge has many of the components of the pulse
bridge, without the switches.
B.

Longitudinal Detection

The sensitivity for longitudinal detection is about
a factor of 10 worse than normal detection. The
detection coil is resonant at the frequency of the
repetition rate of the pulse experiment.
C.

Signal to noise

Although EPR is more sensitive than NMR on a
per spin basis, the species of interest in biomedical
fields are not very abundant. Therefore, there is a
very serious S/N problem, especially for samples of,
e.g., a microliter of protein solution. In the biomed-
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ical area one of the key priorities is improved S/N.
Spectrometer improvements are needed.
Concerns were expressed that the treatment of
noise in FT EPR may not yet fully reflect the nature of the experiment. For example, is it possible
to define the noise in a time-domain experiment and
apply it in an unbiased fashion to the FT spectrum?
Based on the discussion of noise in FT NMR by
Ernst in 1966 (168), Freed discussed some aspects
of noise in FT EPR (51). One problem with S/N
enhancement via FT in EPR relative to NMR is the
need in EPR to decrease the resonator Q (to ca. 40)
in order to get adequate bandwidth (e.g., 100 MHz
at 9 GHz). One expects that the signal loss is proportional to Q. On the other hand, NMR has to have
slow pulse repetition rates because of the long nuclear Ti values. In EPR, Ti is short enough in most
cases that some S/N improvement relative to NMR
can be regained by faster data collection. However,
no commercial digitizer can accept repetition rates
as fast as EPR Tis would permit.
D.

Ex Vivo EPR; Aqueous Samples in
Flat Cells

Ex vivo EPR got a bad reputation a long time ago
because of artifacts created by grinding or lyophylizing the sample. However, these problems are now
recognized and ex vivo EPR studies can be done reliably. For example, bile or urine can be studied
in flat cells in TM cavities, via cannulae if desired.
S/N is a problem for in vivo EPR, even with spin
traps.
It has been reported that the surface of normal
flat cells is rough enough that it introduces vortexing and resultant noise in some spectra when used
as a flow cell. Specially made cells with smoother
interior construction work better, but are more expensive. A newly redesigned flat cell with much
tighter tolerances onflatnessgives much better performance than the older flat cells. Wilmad is working on a redesigned flat cell, which should be available in a few months, to solve this problem at a
reasonable cost.
Loop gap resonators are worth considering for
pulsed EPR studies of aqueous samples because
there is fairly good separation of B and E fields in
a LGR, especially relative to a cavity resonator. In
addition, the Q used for pulsed EPR is low enough
that a large amount of water can be put in the res-
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onator without having much further effect on the
Q.
E.

Dielectric Resonators

During the Symposium preceding the Workshop, results presented by Roger Isaacson emphasized the desirability of using dielectric resonators
to get even better separation of B and E field, while
retaining the benefit of a higher Q where it can be
used. Bruker markets a dielectric resonator at Xband in the Flex-line resonator series. This Bruker
resonator uses sapphire in the dielectric resonators
because other materials have too many impurities
to be useful for CW EPR. Sapphire cut in the right
direction, and turned in the right direction in the
EPR probe, provides a magnetic field region of ca.
200 G in which there are no impurity signals. If
you cool the sapphire resonator, lines from impurity
levels of Fe, Cr, etc., will increase in intensity, but
not so much that they will distort the spectrum. In
pulsed EPR these impurities do not interfere with
the signal at all because they are in such low abundance and their relaxation times are so short. For
aqueous solutions in a small cylindrical capillary a
dielectric resonator yields a factor of 6.7 improvement in S/N relative to a standard resonator. The
dielectric resonator is slightly better in this regard
than the LGRs with which it has been compared. If
enough sample is available, better S/N will be obtained for aqueous samples in a large flat cell in a
TM cavity.
Peter Hofer reported that tests at Stuttgart
showed that UV light did not have any effect on
the sapphire resonator, but gamma radiation was
not tested.
F.

Small and/or Dedicated E P R Spectrometers

The EPR field has been looking for a long
time for a market for dedicated EPR spectrometers.
The largest market that ever occurred was the sale
of about 50 FRAT (by Syva; Syntex-Varian) spectrometers for drug testing, but other techniques replaced the use of EPR for that application. Diamond companies have purchased a portable EPR
to screen for synthetic diamonds. Varian produced
two 1 GHz spectrometers, and Micro-Now produced
three 1 GHz spectrometers, for screening crude oil

for vanadium many years ago.
Dosimetry is a possible market. An ASTM committee is working on a standard that will permit
EPR use in dosimetry. The Bruker EMS104 was developed for radiation dosimetry and is being tested
for monitoring irradiated food in Europe.
Clinical oximetry is a likely application for an
EPR spectrometer. This will probably have to be
a portable, low frequency spectrometer, not just a
version of a standard spectrometer.

VII.

Panel Discussion — In Vivo
EPR and Imaging

Panel Members: Lawrence Berliner, Harold
Swartz, Howard Halpern, Sandra Eaton, Dieter
Schmalbein (Bruker), Mark Woolfrey (Oxford Instruments).
A.

The Question of Sample Size

The hardware and software issues for in vivo EPR
and EPR imaging are very different from those for
the standard high-resolution experiment. Thus, we
discuss together "high resolution" spectra in vivo
and multidimensional imaging. The colloquial question is "When can we get the elephant into the EPR
spectrometer?" That is, how do we get to real applications with samples bigger than mm size, or mouse
size?
In counterpoint, Hal Swartz asserts that the
question is wrong - people are too pessimistic. With
the existing technology and relatively simple development one can do a large fraction of what needs
to be done. One can look at the elephant if only
the first cm or so of the elephant is to be examined. Many interesting things are within that surface layer. At 250 MHz 80-90% of the things one is
interested in from a clinical point of view are already
accessible. The problems remaining are not fundamental, but merely the nitty gritty things that need
to be sorted out. No one significant break-through
is needed.
For information on the use of surface resonators
(e.g., the volume sensitivity), for cases in which the
sample is too large to put into a resonator, see (44,
172).
Larry Berliner suggests another point of view
- Why don't we try to put the EPR spectrome-
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ter inside the elephant? The hardware development
needed is miniaturization such that the probe could
be inserted by catheterization.
B.

Frequency Scaling

Clearly, while the in vivo and imaging experiments
are stimulating creative approaches to solving exciting problems, there remain some very fundamental
questions. For example, it is not obvious what frequency scaling is appropriate to these experiments
on complex living tissue. In NMR the penetration
seems to scale nearly linearly with frequency, and
not according to the square law that early literature
would lead one to expect. One should not read conflict into the decision to perform imaging at different frequencies in different labs. Since most experiments were started with little or no funding, each
lab worked with what was available. The Halpern
spectrometer at 250 MHz is widely viewed as a close
to optimum choice. Work in other labs at higher frequency than 250 MHz is not a statement that higher
frequency is better - it is what is available and is giving good results on an important set of problems. It
is a mistake to assume that one cannot obtain EPR
spectra on almost all except the trunk of a human
being, if one works at 250 MHz.
C.

Interpretation of In Vivo Spectra

Extracting information from in vivo spectra probably requires a spectral fitting approach (169, 170).
A reasonable fit hypothesis can be used to focus the
entire spectral information on the few parameters
associated with the hypothesis. This approach allows one to determine very small variations between
very noisy spectra.
One of the main problems with animal imaging experiments is suppressing the noise caused by
movement of the animal. Attempts to capture the
motional information electronically to be able to use
it for corrections gives the side benefit that there is
now a record of, e.g., the depth of respiration of the
animal.
D.

Magnetic Field and Magnetic Field
Gradient Control

One of the main challenges for imaging experiments is the magnetic field control. In systems that
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use Hall probes, the current practice is laborious
positioning to put the Hall probe in a nodal plane
of the imaging gradient field. This becomes very
difficult for more than one imaging dimension.
A related problem is the quality of the gradient field. At the very high gradients used in EPR
imaging, great care must be taken to ensure linearity of the gradient over the sample volume of interest. At very low RF frequencies the gradient coils
would produce a larger field than the main Zeeman
field. In the 250 MHz imaging spectrometer, the
Helmholtz coils used to create the Zeemanfieldare
splayed to create the gradient field (40, 171).
It is attractive to use current control of copper
Helmholtz coils to avoid the problems of Hall probe
positioning on iron-core electromagnets (hysteresis
problems prevent current control of iron-core magnets). However, the perturbations of the field by
ferromagnetic materials in the vicinity is a problem.
One has to keep ferromagnetic materials far away;
even an infusion pump used to inject the spin probe
into the animal can cause interference with the spectrometer.
E.

Low Frequency and Imaging Spectrometers

Dieter Schmalbein reported that Bruker is watching the EPR imaging field, but until a clear application market develops they cannot afford the development costs. It would require several million
dollars to develop a professional EPR imaging system. They have made several experiments, and tentatively would expect to use a frequency below 1
GHz, and would expect to design a resonator that
would accommodate a whole rat. However, it is
judged premature to build a commercial product.
The current market for the Bruker L-band EPR
bridge is near zero. A new 2 to 8 GHz multifrequency bridge has been built using the most modern
microwave equipment available. It has much better
sensitivity than the L-band system, which was designed about 10 years ago. Until a commercial instrument becomes available, researchers who want
to enter this field need to obtain information from
one of the labs that developed instrumentation and
software for imaging. The NIH-funded Illinois ESR
Center (which now has a branch at Dartmouth) is
happy to assist people, or to put them in touch with
a lab that can assist with a specific problem outside
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the experience of the Illinois Center.
F.

Nitric Oxide In Vivo

There is much current interest in measuring NO
in vivo, but estimated concentrations of NO in the
body are less than micromolar. As the simple diatomic molecule it cannot be studied by EPR in
vivo. Possibly it could be studied via its paramagnetic effect, analogous to oxygen, or by trapping it.
But are either of these approaches likely to produce
an image? Harold Swartz has unpublished demonstrations that one can trap NO with lithium phthalocyanine. Hemoglobin is a naturally occurring
trap for NO. It seems very unlikely that it will be
possible to monitor NO in vivo by EPR, let alone
image it. If it could be done, the importance of NO
in the body makes monitoring NO by EPR a likely
clinical application of EPR (173).
At the Lovelace Institute human volunteers
breathed NO2, then their lungs were washed with
saline and the cells studied by EPR. Heme-NO was
observed with good enough S/N to serve as a monitor of NO2 exposure (174).

G.

Noise in FT EPR, EPR Imaging and
In Vivo E P R

Multiple fast scan vs. slow scan data collection is
one of the key decisions for in vivo EPR imaging experiments. This is one of the data collection parameters that is optimized against the rates of motion
of the animal, and other inherent time constants of
the system. In the current 250 MHz imaging system, typically 15 sec scans are used. The current
limit is the monitoring of the frequency of the fieldfrequency lock system, and the fact that IEEE488
communication is used.
Colin Mailer emphasized that talk about improving S/N to do in vivo imaging should face the reality that the signal relates to two parameters - the
number of spins and Bi. In current technology there
is a tradeoff between sample volume and Bi - the
larger the resonator the smaller the Bi at the sample. With LGRs the technology appears to be close
to the fundamental limit.
The key to solving the S/N problem is to understand the noise source. For in vivo EPR, the noise
source is likely to be the animal. Beyond the limits
just discussed, there are problems such as how to

make the resonator less sensitive to animal motions.
Use of a dielectric resonator to further decouple the
animal from the resonator might help.
If the problem of animal motion is solved, one
still has to work to decrease other noise sources, such
as the source and the detection system. The recent
introduction of a balun between the transmission
line and the resonator in the 250 MHz imaging system decreased the noise by a factor of 4. The system
is not fully optimized yet.
The fundamental limits discussed by Colin
Mailer have yet to be approached by the 250 MHz
EPR system in Halpern's lab. The primary reason
is animal motion. If one operates under conditions
optimized for the nitroxide radical, magnetic field
modulation amplitudes of 0.5 to 1 G can be used.
With an input power of 100 mW, it is estimated
that the Bi in the animal is ca. 0.3 G, a value
that approaches saturation of the spin system. (If
the deuterated form of the nitroxide is used, different conditions - e.g., Bi = ca. 0.01 to 0.03 G
- are required for optimization, because of narrower linewidths.) Under these conditions, surface
currents (eddy currents) induced by the magnetic
field modulation and by the RF are further modulated by the animal-motion-induced microphonics.
These contributions increase the breathing-related
artifact. A balanced power delivery system is one
possible approach to electronic suppression of this
artifact. About two orders of magnitude noise suppression will be required before encountering the
limits referred to by Colin Mailer.
The value of Bi that is useful in CW imaging is
limited by the relaxation time of the electron spins.
Possibly there is an application for contrast reagents
to shorten the relaxation times in EPR so that larger
Bi can be applied without saturating the spin system.
Ernst's analysis for NMR was that there would
be little advantage to performing FT spectroscopy
for single-line spectra. The imaging experiment inherently is not a single line. FT EPR or rapid scan
spectroscopy followed by mathematical deconvolution (which was useful in NMR just before FT NMR
was developed) might be used to advantage in EPR.
100 MHz spectral width at 9 GHz requires a Q of
ca. 40. If the center frequency drops by a factor of
ten, but the bandwidth stays the same, then the Q
required is 8. If the focus were on a narrower line,
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so that the Q could remain at 80, then the issue
becomes one of sensitivity. It is not clear that the
choice of FT vs. CW in this case is a black and
white issue. Among the tradeoffs are the relation
of Q to the amount of aqueous sample that can be
put in the resonator, the repetition rate that can
be used, etc. Imaging is an additional perturbation
on the judgment. At low frequencies the bandwidth
needed for even narrow lines necessitates substantial
power.
In any non-pulsed experiment we throw away
a lot of information because we only look at one
Fourier coefficient of the EPR signal. More sensitivity could be obtained by stacking synchronous
demodulators. Some years ago Hyde taught us (175)
that we should digitize the entire 100 kHz modulation signal and try to get all of the information out
of each modulation cycle. Bruker markets preamplifiers and digitizers that have adequate speed to
perform this type of analysis.

VIII.

Panel Discussion - New
Perspectives on Spins

Panel Members: James Hyde, Melvin Klein,
Arthur Schweiger, Bruce Robinson, Harvey Buckmaster, Edward Reijerse, Hans Thomann, Dieter
Schmalbein (Bruker).
Arbitrarily gathered under this umbrella are a
wide variety of pulse, time-domain, multiple resonance, and multiple modulation techniques that
share the feature of exploiting non-linear behavior
and relaxation phenomena.

A. SQUIDs in EPR
SQUID devices are almost noiseless detectors, so
they are attractive wherever they can be used. In
NMR SQUIDs are superior detectors up to about
30 MHz, but at higher frequencies the standard
methods are better. This severely limits the type
of EPR experiment for which they could be useful.
It is attractive to consider using a SQUID for zerofield EPR. Zero-field measurements would eliminate
some of the anisotropy problems often encountered
in EPR.
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B.

Multiquantum EPR

Modern microwave technology permits the generation of multiple CW frequencies with a common
timebase. In principle, the same irradiation frequencies could be generated by suitable time-modulation
of a single frequency, but summing of distinct frequencies seems technologically preferable. Multiquantum EPR is readily generalized from two or
three frequencies (as in Hyde's papers so far), to
N frequencies. The potential is very great. There
are two general thrusts: as a practical alternative
to magnetic field modulation for improved system
stability, and as a way to obtain information on relaxation rates.
Among the many applications envisaged, few
have been explored yet, since the technique is so
new. EPR imaging is one potential application.
Image reconstruction algorithms require absorption
spectra (not derivative spectra). The fact that MQ
EPR yields absorption spectra directly makes it attractive to consider MQ EPR imaging. The need for
absorption spectra is another reason for the use of
FT EPR imaging instead of CW EPR imaging. Alternatives to CW for EPR imaging are imperative.
C.

Microwave Source Phase Noise

What EPR applications would there be for a
microwave source with 20-40 dB lower phase noise?
At low frequency the wideband tunable microwave sources have poor phase noise, and with a
low noise GaAsFET amplifier in the detection system one finds that the source noise dominates. This
is a case in which reducing the phase noise of the
source would be important. Lower phase noise at
lower modulation frequency could be important e.g., Roger Isaacson used 4 Hz modulation for experiments where the EPR signals under study will
not respond rapidly. Also, with the increased use
of microwave preamplifiers the 1/f noise of the crystal detector is overcome, and in many experiments
one can more advantageously use field modulation
in the region of 100-25,000 Hz.
Does phase noise scale with frequency? There
seems to be little comparison data, but the usual
assumption is that phase noise at all frequencies
relative to the center frequency scales with the
microwave frequency. This may not be true for
klystrons, where there could be mechanical vibra-
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tions at particular frequencies. However, at 100
KHz away from the carrier, phase noise appears to
scale for klystrons. During the Symposium Mark
Nilges showed curves for a 100 GHz oscillator, and
some of them look like they are not scaling.
In many cases 100 kHz modulation is no longer
necessary, and for species with long relaxation times
100 KHz modulation is not desirable. Lower modulation frequencies are likely to become more commonly used. Thus, phase noise at 100 KHz may not
be the best comparison to make.
One should be aware that using phase locking
techniques may introduce new sources of noise. The
reference oscillator has to be a very clean source,
or it could become the limiting noise source in the
system. This occurred in some cases in Buckmaster's lab when a synthesizer was used to phase-lock
a source.
James Hyde encouraged reference to Robins'
book (18), which considers ways of handling phase
noise. With incomplete data available regarding
phase noise characteristics of various microwave
sources, an overall impression is that currently
phase-locking to a quartz oscillator is preferable below about 4 or 5 GHz, and a fundamental oscillator locked to a high-Q tank circuit is preferable at
higher frequencies.
A comprehensive search of the literature by Hyde
did not uncover a device at Q-band that had better
phase noise than the one he described (9).
One has to build the right system even to test
the phase noise - no commercial spectrum analyzer
is satisfactory for the measurement.
D.

Pulsed ENDOR

In CW ENDOR the rule of thumb is that the CW
EPR spectrum S/N should be greater than 100:1 to
get reasonable ENDOR results. Also one usually
assumes that ca. 1 mM solutions are needed. In
contrast, if one can see a pulsed EPR signal (echo)
one can obtain pulsed ENDOR for the sample. In
ideal cases one can invert the spins and get a 100%
ENDOR effect using pulsed EPR techniques. However, the pulsed EPR signal usually has poorer S/N
than the CW EPR signal, so a 100% ENDOR effect
may not result in better S/N than the smaller effect
observed in CW ENDOR.
Typically for metalloprotein solutions one observes about a 5-10% ENDOR effect. How much

signal is lost during the polarization transfer period depends on cross relaxation and other relaxation times. Cu(II) proteins at liquid He temperature typically have cross relaxation times of 10 ms
or less. Tis are several hundred microsec. One does
not want a high spin concentration, since then the
phase relaxation time becomes short. For Cu proteins shortening of the phase relaxation time can
be observed starting at about 1 mM, depending on
where the metal is in the protein - when they are
about 20 A apart one starts to see effects. Overall,
the sensitivity is roughly a factor of 5 lower than for
CW EPR.
E.

Dissemination of Modern Techniques

A colleague once commented to Hyde with regard to a lecture presentation of exciting new techniques, "another experiment I cannot do." Engineers are not available in all labs to implement
new techniques. Of the techniques that Hyde has
developed, the most generally applied, because it
can be implemented on largely standard spectrometers, is STEPR. Possibly a double-quantum EPR
experiment using double sideband/suppressed carrier techniques could be implemented with a simple
accessory. Commercial suppliers cannot do everything, but some things can be done, even though
notfinanciallyjustified by themselves, because they
help carry the main product line. One possibility
for introducing new techniques would be for groups
of investigators to submit a joint proposal to a funding agency to purchase x number of accessories, and
have the vendor produce a batch of x of them at
one time. Another approach'would be to have, as
an outgrowth of a Workshop such as this, an international commission make a recommendation between
competing alternative demands on the limited development resources available.
Many of the techniques can be done with existing
commercial boxes if one knows how to put the boxes
together in the right way. Maybe someone should
publish the details of how to do these experiments
with existing boxes.
F.

Software for Visualization of EPR
Data

Often software is the key to success. Without a
combined hardware/software system one won't get
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many results. It used to be that when a lab needed
software, someone just went home and wrote it at
night, but now software needs are too sophisticated
for this approach.
There are some thorny issues about software.
For example, even if you can write it in a night, it
will take a week to document it in such a way that
someone can use it. There is a lesson in commercial spread-sheet software. Sometimes it is better
to force an application into some documented and
supported commercial software rather than writing
your own special-purpose software. It is difficult
to make excellent general-purpose software. Maybe
the emphasis should be on subroutine libraries, and
easily modified software.
The new EPR spectrometers and experimental methodologies described at the Symposium and
Workshop will provide enormous amounts of information (or at least raw data that somehow must
become information). Relative to slow-scan CW
EPR, the new EPR technologies produce data at
such a prodigious rate that data storage and subsequent manipulation becomes a larger problem than
EPR labs have had to deal within the past. Although trivial by comparison with data generation
rates in other fields of science (e.g., MRI, particle physics, or the space program), the amounts of
data require qualitatively different computational
approaches than are available in most EPR labs.
Some labs already approach this problem by using data compression techniques, which can make
the data storage requirements modest. For example, Jack Freed's FT EPR can produce a few 1 MB
spectra per hour of spectrometer operation. Huge
amounts of data are transferred to a supercomputer
for the most substantive analyses. Linear predictive
methods are used to reduce the volume of data for
storage. Specialized software is needed for visualization of the multidimensional information that now
can be generated so quickly, in order that it be communicated to human beings. Another approach is to
recognize that the result of an experiment may be a
series of Fourier coefficients, and these are what one
would store, not all of the raw data. Others might
be uncomfortable with the irreversible interim interpretation imposed on the data by these approaches.
Now that EPR has a standard (Bruker BES3T)
for storage and transfer of EPR data we need to
consider how to present the data for visualization.
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This is a major problem. The solutions in other
areas of science, where the visualization problem is
analogous, are very large software packages which
are very expensive because of the development effort
to create them. A key issue is whether the EPR
community will be able to support the effort needed
to develop this software.
Reef Morse pointed out that Scientific Software
Services from the beginning has always provided
source code for the marketed software. Customers
make significant modifications. Dieter Schmalbein
pointed out that the software provided with the
Bruker ESP380 pulse spectrometer represents 32
man-years of effort. More sophisticated software
could be developed, but Bruker is limited in the
effort that can be invested in EPR software by the
profits that can be made in the EPR business. More
than 90% of the EPR spectrometers are delivered to
universities or government institutes. In contrast,
80-90% of the customers for NMR spectrometers
are in industry. In the NMR field a professional
software package can be sold to industry for a reasonable amount of money, because industry can see
the cost savings in terms of time saved by the software.

IX.

Summary on Instrumentation and Methodology

The horizons of new EPR techniques are phenomenal. References were given above to many ways to
apply pulses to spins. Many of the techniques are
very expensive to implement. The excitement is in
applying these techniques to problems that are now
only being approached by the use of CW EPR. A
lot of the discussion at this or other meetings about
applying EPR is about just getting a CW spectrum.
The S/N problem is bad enough for some samples
that we sometimes struggle just getting a spectrum,
sometimes for days at a time. But problem solving,
in systems to which ways of studying electron spins
can be applied, requires some of these new techniques. How soon can we get there? What is in our
way? The general response at the Workshop was Money. So now let us consider the money aspects.
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X.

The Funding Agency
spective

Per-

Once upon a time there was to be a fourth panel,
but the government ran out of money and funding
agency representatives could not attend the Workshop. Dr. John Beisler, Executive Secretary, Biophysical Chemistry Study Section, Division of Research Grants, NIH, was the only person invited who
could attend.
A.

Questions Regarding Funding of EPR
in the USA
The questions posed regarding funding are:
1. What funding is available for the new research
opportunities presented at this workshop, and
for solving the instrumentation and software
problems highlighted?
2. How many EPR spectrometers were funded
in recent years? What is the average dollar
amount of such grants? Is there an historical
trend?
3. What characterizes a successful EPR instrumentation proposal?
4. What types of referee comments characterize
EPR instrumentation proposals that are not
funded?
5. How many grants (and what dollar volume)
have been awarded in which a major focus of
the research proposed is the development of
EPR instrumentation and/or methodology?
6. How many grants (and what dollar volume)
have been awarded in which EPR is an important technique even if not a major focus of
the grant?
7. There is a tendency to compare funding of
EPR with funding of NMR, since they are
both magnetic resonance techniques. Does the
structure of instrumentation grant programs
make funding of an NMR proposal more probable than funding of an EPR proposal?
8. What do the long-range planning processes
on-going at the federal funding agencies portend for research in or using EPR?

B.

Information from the Presentation by
John Beisler, DRG, NIH

The CRISP data base at NIH is the source of the
factual information he presented. He also provided
his observations and perspective as Executive Secretary of the Biophysical Chemistry Study Section
at NIH.
The most recent fiscal year for which data was
available is FY92 (ended June 30, 1992). To query
the data base one has to use terms that are in its
thesaurus. The terms used were electron spin resonance spectroscopy, electron nuclear double resonance, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The number of grants includes RO1, PO1,
P41, etc., types. Grants are listed as having e.g.,
EPR as the primary, secondary, or tertiary thrust.
In FY92 General Medical Sciences funded 179
projects (43% of the total awarded) in EPR. The
Heart Institute, with 50 awards, is far in second
place. The Cancer Institute made 24 awards. The
Aging Institute made only three awards in the two
fiscal years examined. There is a lot of opportunity for applications of EPR in some of the other
Institutes.
In the shared instrument program in FY87 about
2/3 of the proposals were funded, but this was unusual.
Because of the small number of applications for
EPR spectrometers, they get reviewed by a panel
for "other spectroscopy." This results in relatively
few of the reviewers being expert in EPR, which is
viewed by some researchers as a liability, but in a
homogeneous review panel as for NMR, there is a
tendency to rank all of the applications.
Most EPR-related proposals tend to be reviewed
by three study sections, Physical Biochemistry, Biophysical Chemistry, and Metallobiochemistry. Of
the roughly 80 applications per review cycle in biophysical chemistry, about 24 are in NMR, 24 in crystallography, and a few in EPR. There is usually one
person with specialization in EPR and a few others
knowledgeable about EPR on the study section.
Dr. Beisler asked various other people at NIH
and members of study sections (past and present)
about some of the questions asked for this Workshop. Some of the impressions and opinions offered
were:
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Table 1U
FY87
EPR

327 awards
$45 8M total

16% primary, 80% tertiary

EPR

415 grants
$57.3M total
1763 grants

15% primary, 81% tertiary

FY92

NMR

20% primary, 77% tertiary

Table 11: NIH Shared Instrument Program
FY87
NMR
EPR

51 applications reviewed, 31 funded, $7.9M total
3 applications reviewed, 2 funded, $356K total

FY92
In FY92 the shared instrumentation program was cut from $32M/year to ca. $8M/year.
3 awards for EPR, $600K total

1. NMR and EPR proposals fare about equally
well.
2. The perception is that the real richness of EPR
applications to lipid or membrane research has
been mined. There is a low opinion of EPR in
lipid research.
3. EPR proposals need to emphasize what information on a particular problem EPR can give
that other techniques such as NMR, fluorescence, X-ray, etc., cannot.
4. For greater success, put EPR in the broader
context of other spectroscopies. How does
it complement the information available from
other spectroscopies? For structural biochemistry, for example, what does EPR reveal
about distances, angles, etc.
5. Remember to speak to the reviewers rather
than making assumptions that they have a
background in EPR.
6. The advantages EPR has relative to NMR are
small sample size and high sensitivity relative
to NMR.

7. In the context of discussion about new hardware development, it is well to keep in mind
that one can often get very reasonable data
from a 15-year-old Varian spectrometer. Elegant solutions to problems can often be done
with very simple instruments.
Many scientists, hearing this opinion attributed
to peer reviewers, wish to communicate the larger
message of this workshop, that elegant new EPR
tools are now available for more powerful problemsolving than was possible with the older EPR techniques.

XI.

The Vendor Perspective

At the close of the Workshop the community
sought the response of instrument and software vendors to the challenges and opportunities presented.

A. Bruker (Dieter Schmalbein)
As a manufacturer, Bruker finds Q-band unprofitable but has decided not to discontinue it! The
Bruker Q-band system has switched from klystrons,
which are no longer available, to Gunn oscillators,
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and the sensitivity is about the same. With the
new helium FlexLine cryostat, which is also used
by the L-, S- and pulsed X-band systems, the Qband system can operate to 1.8 K, with magnetic
field modulation from 1.5 KHz to 100 KHz without
problem.
Bruker continues to offer a diverse range of microwave bridges for many specific applications. The
phase noise of X-band sources (klystron and Gunn
oscillator) is suppressed 130-140 dB at 10 KHz
from the carrier. The high output 2-8 GHz MultiFrequency Bridge should meet the needs of many
researchers.
Over the seven-year period, 1985-1992, 37% of
the EPR spectrometers produced by Bruker were
delivered in the US, 19.4% in Germany, 6.5% Japan,
4.4% England, in terms of dollars, not number of
spectrometers. In the past 12 months the situation
has changed, and 59% of EPR sales (in dollars) have
been to Europe, 20% to Japan, and only 10% to the
US. This may change in the near future.
Since EPR is a very low volume market, Bruker
has to be very careful in selecting the areas in which
to invest development effort and capital. In the
recent past they have put this effort into developing the most advanced spectrometers that are possible in a commercial market, culminating in the
ESP380E. About 40 of these have been sold so far
(only five in the US). Bruker has the impression that
the ESP380E is ahead of the users - people cannot
exploit the capabilities of the ESP380E. There is a
need for more institutes around the world to teach
people how to use non-stationary EPR techniques
and to provide service to people to help them start
using these techniques. No EPR service center in
the US (e.g., NIH Research Resource Centers) has a
modern commercial pulsed EPR spectrometer. Before Bruker can invest in making these spectrometers even more complicated, with capabilities such
as pulsed ENDOR, multifrequency pulsed EPR, and
pulsed EPR imaging, there has to be more use of
the existing capabilities of the spectrometer. Then,
Bruker can consider the commercial implementation
of these new techniques.
Up to now Bruker has not charged for EPR software - it was delivered as part of the spectrometer.
Now there is evident need for much more professional, sophisticated, and diversified software, and
Bruker anticipates having to hire more programmers

and hence to have to charge for the software.
Bruker has tried very hard to listen to what the
researchers and other customers say they want in an
EPR instrument. In the past everyone wanted the
best spectrometer possible, and the specifications
of the spectrometer were very important. Recently,
this has changed in a few markets, especially in the
US. In the US people seem to want the lowest price
spectrometer, and the specifications usually are a
minor consideration. In Europe price/performance
is the most important consideration. In Japan, however, performance is most important. Bruker has to
decide whether to develop two types of spectrometers, one with the highest possible performance and
sophistication for part of the market, and another
spectrometer at the lowest possible price. During
the Workshop scientists have expressed desire to
have spectrometers with higher performance and
to have hardware and software from the manufacturer. But the part of the market not represented at
the Workshop may require Bruker to put its development effort not into spectrometers for advanced
techniques but into spectrometers at lower prices.
Bruker will continue to improve the FT spectrometers. Pulsed ENDOR will come on the market
next year. They will experiment with imaging techniques. At the moment there are no plans to go
into high-field EPR, because they cannot foresee a
market in this area.
B.

JEOL (Jack Francis)

JEOL will be involved in the development and
marketing of EPR spectrometers for a long time,
and hopes to be more involved in conferences like
this by next year, and possibly add a bit to what is
being discussed.
C.

Micro-Now (Clarence Arnow)

Micro-Now has been involved in EPR instrumentation for over 25 years, mostly with accessories.
They built an L-band spectrometer and a Q-band
spectrometer about 20-25 years ago. In the last 5
years they have put more effort into building EPR
spectrometers. They have built four types of spectrometers - for teaching, for dosimetry, a more complete system in modular form, and a new spectrometer, demonstrated at the Symposium this year. This
new spectrometer incorporates a magnet built in
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Russia, and is very portable. The spectrometer uses
a Gunn source.
Their effort will generally be in the direction of
spectrometers such as this new one, which essentially address the part of the market that once was
served by the Varian E-4.
D.

Oxford Instruments (Mark Woolfrey)

There has been no comment at the Workshop of limits to research due to the performance
of cryostats, in contrast to the discussion in 1987.
Special versions of cryostats can be made whenever modification of the standard cryostats would
be helpful.

XII.
A.

Summary Perspective
The Horizons of EPR

Much of the discussion of commercial instrumentation, and of NIH funding, even at this Workshop has been about relatively standard CW, linear,
single-frequency (X-band), field swept EPR. The
horizons of EPR are much different. The funding
situation is as if you were looking East from Denver, and the reality of research needs is as if you
were looking west from Denver. There is a lot of
difficult terrain to get through to do such things
as pulsed magnetic field jump, pulsed ENDOR, or
multiquantum EPR.
It is surprising, maybe even distressing, that
changes in EPR as practiced in most laboratories
and as described in most spectroscopy texts are so
much slower than some of the other changes going
on in society, especially internationally. If one looks
back at the design criteria set forth by the 1987
Workshop, one would make relatively few changes
today. The priorities remain about the same.
One can hope that some time not too far in
the future at another Workshop the focus will have
changed to the now largely unexplored regions of
EPR spectroscopy: 4D, multiquantum, multifrequency, etc. What will be possible when we can
see EPR spectra of brain tissue, in vivo, localized
in a living animal, using all of the advanced EPR
techniques we learned about at the Symposium and
Workshop? This is where EPR is really going to be
able to solve problems. The future has some exciting possibilities. Some day we will look back on the
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current S/N and wonder why people say, as they
have for at least 20 years, that EPR is near the theoretical limits. Almost nothing that was reported
today could have been done even a few years ago.
Harold Swartz from time to time reminds us (and
himself) that some years ago he declared that "the
problem with EPR imaging is that there is nothing
to image and no way to image it." At the Symposium and the Workshop he was a strong advocate of
the current research and imminent clinical application of EPR imaging. His earlier comments, along
with such famous quotations as "I think there is a
world market for about five computers" (Thomas
Watson, 1943) should be engraved on the portals of
NIH to serve as a reminder to those who serve on
study sections.
B.

Where EPR is Today

The EPR perspective on a problem is very broad
indeed (Table 12). Even though, as stated at the
outset, much of what has been done has been CW,
linear response, field swept, in homogeneous magnetic fields, and in one dimension, a few labs have
shown the way with pulsed time domain EPR, extending into 2 and 3 dimensions. Hyde has recently
opened our eyes to the possibilities of multiquantum
EPR.
The goals set in 1987 were ambitiously forwardlooking. With all of the exciting new developments
in EPR, instrumentation and software are still way
behind the needs of researchers. In fact we haven't
come very far in five years toward the goals set in
1987. This statement, which is true with respect
to the full scope of the demonstrated possibilities of
EPR, is not meant to in any way detract from the
almost revolutionary advances made by instrument
vendors in the past five years. The Bruker ESP380E
has capabilities for pulsed X-band EPR that users
have not yet learned to exploit. The Micro-Now
8400 bench-top EPR makes it possible to expand
the applications (and importantly the instruction)
of CW X-band EPR into labs that previously could
not afford a spectrometer. The Bruker EMS 104 is
the first spectrometer built for quantitative EPR,
a severely under-exploited area. The software becoming available is of a sophistication well beyond
anything even dreamed of a few years ago. The
hopes for extracting information from spectra in the
near future are very bright. At the time of the 1987
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Table 12: The EPR Perspective
CW

ID

2D

3D 4D

multifrequency (MHz to THz)
multiresonance (ELDOR, ENDOR, TRIPLE)
field-swept, frequency-swept
linear
non-linear (ST-EPR, saturated)
ODMR, etc.
pulsed
multifrequency
ESE (Ti, T2)
saturation recovery
FT-EPR
pulsed ENDOR
pulsed magnetic field
multiquantum
mult ifrequency

Workshop it was a valid point of view to declare that
the "new" spectrometers of the day were not enough
of an improvement over existing spectrometers to
justify replacement of a functioning old spectrometer. Now, these new instrumentation and software
capabilities change the situation entirely.
The extreme importance of multifrequency, multidimensional (and, we project, multiquantum)
EPR leaves many regions of the matrix of EPR observables not served by commercial instrumentation.
The crucial issues expressed in 1987 remain - for
example, should the limited R&D effort that is available in EPR be applied to creating the ultimate Xband CW EPR, should it be applied to broadband
EPR, should it be applied to pulsed EPR? In this regard it should be recognized that the total R&D effort by commercial EPR instrument manufacturers
is about the same as (maybe less than) the instrumentation research effort in the handful of leadingresearch labs around the world. In the USA in particular, Bruker and MicroNow are investing in EPR
as strongly as they can prudently do so considering
the magnitude of the EPR instrumentation market
as it exists today. Given the severe limitations on
research funding, it is not surprising that there is

a "lowest bidder" attitude among purchasers, but
this very attitude causes the capability limitations
about which people complain.
These companies cannot invest enough to lead in
all areas of EPR. The task for the EPR community
is to set some priorities on how the EPR perspective should advance to fill out the matrix of possible
experiments to enhance problem solving in science.
Guiding the selection of research progress for commercialization requires a collective wisdom for the
good of science - and for the good of the fields in
which the results of EPR will be applied. These
Workshops are a small step toward channeling the
best ideas of workers in EPR to guide priorities for
our future.
C.

The Future

It is clear that some applications need techniques
for identifying many electron spin sites in complex
physical or biological structures. A specific example is photosynthetic reaction centers. It is also clear
that simulation and visualization of experimental results lag behind the ability to acquire data.
A fundamental quandary for researchers is that
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marketing of spectrometers is demand-driven, but
research is resource-driven. We hope that the aggregate market will permit manufacturers of EPR
spectrometers to provide some leadership via marketing of spectrometers with capabilities that many
researchers don't yet know that they need. The
Bruker ESP380E is such an example - it has more
functionality for pulsed X-band EPR than most purchasers have been able to exploit.
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